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Not Simply for Entertainment: The Failure of Kahani Hamare 

Mahabharat Ki and its Place in a New Generation of Televised Indian 

Mythology 

 

 

 

 

Reed Ethan Burnam, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

 

Supervisor:  Kathryn Hansen 

 

 This thesis looks at the media event of Kahani Hamare Mahabharat Ki (Our 

Story of the Mahabharat), a serialized, televised version of the ancient Indian epic 

Mahabharata which ran on prime-time Indian television from July to November 2008.  

The show was created and produced by Balaji Telefilms and Ekta Kapoor, well known 

throughout Asia for extremely successful prime-time soap-operas which have come to be 

representative of the genre in India.  Kahani Hamare Mahabharat Ki was canceled quite 

early in its run (it was intended to air for upwards of three years) due to low ratings and 

intense viewer criticism of the program.  The bulk of the criticism compared it 

unfavorably to an earlier version aired by B.R. Chopra and his team in 1988-90, which is 

to this day remembered as one of the most watched events in Indian television history, 
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and is still widely seen as a largely “successful” visual translation of the story to 

television.  This thesis analyses the dimensions of Kahani Hamare Mahabharat Ki’s 

promises to offer something both “old and new” to the Indian public, its internal 

structure, the influences upon its creation, its failure, the nature of the criticism against it, 

and how it sparked a large public debate about how “authenticity” and “tradition” are 

currently being conceptualized by modern popular media in India.  The thesis takes data 

and evidence from a variety of scholarly, print, online, and ethnographic sources to 

demonstrate that Kahani Hamare Mahabharat Ki’s failure was much more complex than 

the case of its being simply a “bad” show; rather it reveals that to many, Chopra’s earlier 

version has become in some ways monolithic, containing an essential “rightness” that 

speaks to broader concerns about the current state of India’s cultural and religious 

heritage as refracted through the lens of modern media.  This thesis examines Kahani 

Hamare Mahabharat Ki as one unique occurrence within a much broader field of 

mythological/devotional programming currently available in India, and points to the need 

for a larger scholarly study of this phenomenon.   
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Introduction 

 

On July 7th, 2008, the Indian Hindi-language medium television channel 9X 

launched a new program, promising to be “the most keenly awaited epic television 

production in many years.”1  Kahani Hamare Mahabharat Ki (Our Story of the 

Mahabharat, hereafter KHMK)2 ran in the 9:00 P.M. prime-time slot Monday through 

Thursday.  KHMK was a new televised version of the ancient Indian epic the 

Mahabharata, put out by Balaji Telefilms and created by well-known media personality 

Ekta Kapoor, producer of highly popular Hindi-language soap-opera programming such 

as Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi (Because the Mother-in-Law was once a Daughter-

in-Law).  The new show was to be another serialized television undertaking of the Hindu 

epic, much in the vein of B.R. Chopra’s wildly successful and influential Mahabharat 

series, which was aired on the Indian state-run television network Doordarshan from 

1988 until 1990.3  Released on the heels of a large advertising blitz in both print and 

                                                 
1 Taken from official 9X website promotion for Kahani Hamare Mahabharat Ki.   
2 Throughout this study, I have chosen from the outset to transliterate Hindi words into the Roman script 
without the use of diacritics.  I have also chosen to use the names of epic characters and places in their 
popular, modern pronunciations as one often hears in the television serials.  In some cases, however, I do 
use the Sanskritized pronunciations, such as with Krishna, Bhishma, or Dhritarashtra, due to difficulty of 
pronunciation in these cases without the final vowel sound.  Also, it might be noted that in different entries 
in this study, variant spellings of the word hamare appear (hamarey, hamaray, etc).  This is due to the fact 
that transliteration of Devanagari-specific words into the Roman script is non-standardized.  I have kept the 
variances as they appear in each source, as they all are essentially correct Roman versions of the same 
Hindi word.  My spelling throughout, however, is hamare.   
3 Ekta Kapoor’s version of the Mahabharata was preceded by a shorter television mini-series aired on Zee-
TV in 2001, entitled Maha Kavya Mahabharat, created by Sanjay Khan.  Khan’s serial was purported at 
the time to be the “most expensive serial ever produced for Indian television”.  The show finished its run of 
around forty episodes, though it seemingly failed to garner widespread acclaim, and was not mentioned 
once in any of the information I looked to in researching KHMK.  See “Sanjay Khan Churns Out Another 
Mythological.”  22 October 2001.   
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televised media, KHMK promised to be a fresh and “modern” retelling of the epic which 

still remained true to the traditional spirit of the Mahabharata; in effect, “a production for 

all time and all generations.”4  The show premiered to a buzz of excitement in print 

media, tabloids and on the internet about the prospects of a high-profile re-envisioning of 

the wildly popular earlier serials by one of India’s most successful television production 

houses of the past decade.  However, very quickly the show suffered from sagging ratings 

and harsh viewer criticism, leading to its early cancellation.  This criticism was mirrored 

in print and electronic media, as well as in numerous online chat-rooms, blogs, and other 

media forums devoted to the show, in which fans and critics held often spirited public 

debates over what constitutes textual and historical authenticity in Indian mythological 

television programming.     

The show was lambasted for everything from casting to script and dialogue, from 

camera-work to how it failed to accurately depict one of India’s great works of religious 

and mythological literature.  An excerpt of an editorial taken from India’s national 

newspaper The Hindu sums up the majority of oft-repeated criticisms against KHMK, 

printed just four days after the first episode aired: 

Ekta Kapoor's "Kahani Hamaray Mahabharat Ki", which opened this week with lots of 
expectations on 9X failed to excite. It appeared a hurried exercise full of factual inaccuracies. Ved 
Vyas is seen narrating the biggest poem in prose, Shantanu, the king of Hastinapur goes hunting in 
the barren Ladakh. The characters have been dressed up like Greek gods, a cheap copy of big 
budget Hollywood films like "Troy". The makers seem to have forgotten that just the frequent use 
of wide angle lens doesn't add grandeur. The dialogues lack the punch and pronunciation and the 
cast seems tired and is still in the mould of Ekta's saas-bahu sagas.5  

 

                                                 
4 Official 9X website promotion for KHMK.   
5 “Friday Review Delhi: Wide Angle Excuse.” The Hindu.  July 11th, 2008.    
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These same criticisms were echoed in numerous other print and online sources, and 

reflected in increasingly sagging ratings, as the show continued its ill-fated course until 

its final cancellation.6  New content production was halted in November of 2008, just 

four months into the show’s run and well before its completion.  The program was 

intended to be run continuously for upwards of three years.7  Though re-runs of 

previously recorded episodes were aired into early 2009, no new episodes were made 

after the initial run of seventy-one, and the show was finally pulled off the air altogether.   

This project will attempt to examine, from multiple vantage points, the larger 

story of Kahani Hamare Mahabharat Ki, taking into account not only the show itself and 

how it was structured, but also the forces propelling its creation, the larger landscape of 

Indian mythological programming of which it was a part, its reception among Indian 

audiences, and the dimensions of its eventual failure.  I argue herein that Balaji 

Telefilms’ production of KHMK combined two prevalent and highly visible modes of 

current televised production in India, that of the serialized Indian mythological and that 

of the widely popular yet often disparaged saas-bahu soap-opera.  I argue here that the 

combination of these two streams of popular culture provoked much larger issues than 

the failure of a simple television program.  Rather, the margins of the controversy over 

KHMK were filled with unspoken notions of what in fact constitutes ideas of “tradition” 

and “cultural authenticity” in a rapidly globalizing Indian television landscape, and how 

these nebulous concepts are both navigated and propagated by mass media versions of 

important literature such as the Indian epics.  Thus larger issue that this project seeks to 

                                                 
6 “Soaps Drop Off Air Without Fanfare.”  The Times of India.  Mar. 15, 2009.   
7 Balaji Telefilms Limited 2008-9 Annual Report. 
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address is what the failure of this particular program can tell us about similar televised 

mythological programming and how it continues (and will continue) to be conceptualized 

and re-imagined for future audiences.  A major concern of this study will be why and 

how people came to see Kapoor’s KHMK as diametrically opposed to Chopra’s earlier 

Mahabharat, and whether there actually exists a “mythological cliché”, as Kapoor herself 

has claimed in interviews.8  In looking to the material herein, we will examine whether 

Chopra’s version might at this point be considered a hegemonic one within the realm of 

televised Mahabharata retellings, given its continuing influence, along with Ramanand 

Sagar’s Ramayan, on popular mythological television serials. 

The type of criticism and debate KHMK engendered amongst audiences, when 

looked at from different angles, can simultaneously be read as a general concern over the 

fate of India’s long-standing cultural traditions in the face of the massive popularity of 

such globalized, stylized, modernized, and “Westernized” forms of entertainment as 

television and cinema.  Such attitudes are nothing new.  Since the early days of the 

English presence in Bengal and before, print media such as newspapers and leaflets have 

been used to decry the effect of foreign influences on India’s hallowed cultural 

institutions.9  What is new is Indian television’s continuing engagement with 

mythological subject matter in the twenty-odd years since the massive popularity of the 

“original” mythological serials created by Sagar and Chopra, and the way in which these 

                                                 
8 “Ekta’s Krishna is Born.”  The Times of India.  30 July 2008. 
9 See, amongst numerous other sources, Partha Chatterjee (1997) pp. 233-253, and Charu Gupta (2001).  
This will be returned to again in the discussion of gender characterization in KHMK, in chapter four.   
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early so-called dharmic serials10 have subsequently held a large sway over how these 

types of programs continue to be produced for Indian television.  To say the least, there 

have been massive changes in variety, aesthetic, and content within the televised medium 

since the post-liberalization rise of globalized cable television networks in India in the 

1990’s and 2000’s.  A facet of this new television landscape to be discussed herein is the 

rise of Ekta Kapoor’s own brand of “saas-bahu” serial, and how the extreme popularity 

of her patented brand of glitzy, melodramatic prime-time soap-opera informed her 

creation of KHMK (much to the chagrin of many viewers).     

This project, then, will argue a few main points about KHMK.  First, I argue 

herein that Chopra and Sagar’s earlier serials have set a strong precedent for the way that 

other of these programs are made, most palpably in the realm of the extended 

mythological serial.  These precedents extend not only to form, content, and overall 

“look”, but also to the much more elusive category of “feeling”; in short, many whose 

criticisms are reproduced for this study feel that Chopra’s serial did something essentially 

“right”, while KHMK did something essentially “wrong”, not by being a lackluster show 

per se, but by violating the norms set forth by the earlier serials.  Thus, while KHMK 

more often than not replicated the structure and content (it was after all a soap-opera 

                                                 
10 The term “dharmic” (literally “moral”, “virtuous”, “religious”) serial, used in place of other terms such 
as epic or mythological soap operas, was a term coined by the Hindi-language press in the wake of the 
popularity of the Ramayan serial, and opposite an English-language press that was generally more critical 
of the program overall.  The use of the term dharmic over a word like epic or mythological displays the 
widely divergent modes of conceptualization that these programs can receive, as everything from cheap and 
gaudy marketing ventures designed to make money, to sacred spaces of moral education and religious 
devotion within the fold of popular culture in modern India, to a combination of both.  As noted in a recent 
talk by S.V. Srinivas, the “mythological” in film and television history is not an explicitly religious genre, 
which is better displayed by the genre of “devotional” film.  In the main, this study will use the terms 
“mythological”, “epic”, and “devotional” serial interchangeably, as it is believed that these terms are better 
suited to describe the genre overall, which is at once religious, mythological, textual, popular, and 
entertainment-oriented. 
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based on the Mahabharata), it deviated quite visibly from the “look” and “feel” aspects 

of Chopra’s earlier serial.  Its major, unique breakage from the earlier model was the 

temporary change in structure, represented by KHMK’s inaugural episode which focused 

on the scene of Draupadi’s disrobing.    

Secondly, this project will attempt to situate the failure of KHMK as one 

particular instance of a longer historical event that neither began nor ended with the 

Doordarshan serials, namely the production of mythological content for the mass media.  

However, the main focus will be the newest generation of epic television programs, from 

2008 up to the present (2010), and how KHMK fits into this larger picture.  Rajagopal 

(2001) is correct when he states that “if television created a new representational field, 

we cannot tell what representations arose without a discussion of the specific messages 

circulated, within the historical context of their creation.”11  While this project will 

refrain from direct discussion of the current Indian political climate, it will assume and 

refer to the complex interplay that Rajagopal, Mankekar, and others outline among Hindu 

nationalist politics, the economy of religious images, market forces involved in the 

production of mythological entertainment, and the viewer of such programs who 

participates in this complexity by consuming them.12  The events surrounding the 

creation and early cancellation of KHMK, however, exist in a wildly different television 

environment than did its predecessor, Chopra’s Mahabharat, not the least of which is the 

introduction and widespread diffusion of satellite cable technology in India.  I am 

inclined to agree with Shanti Kumar (2006), when he argues that the sweeping changes 

                                                 
11 p. 74.  
12 See Purnima Mankekar (1999).  Especially salient for my purposes here are pp. 45-103 and 165-223.    
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that have affected the Indian television landscape (and similar situations in other 

developing countries) have in fact created what he terms a type of “unimaginable 

community,” which has moved far beyond the days of national broadcast television.13  

Despite this development, however, this study seeks to highlight that cultural products of 

this new, globalized sphere are still subject to criticisms grounded in nationalist and 

sectarian-inflected discourse, such as we see in the case of KHMK.   

The stellar successes of the original epic soap operas have rendered the 

mythological serial in some format a nearly perennial televised phenomenon in the past 

two decades since their release, and they continue to bring in solid returns due to their 

evergreen popularity and widespread appeal.  Yet to dismiss them simply as vulgar 

expressions of a post-liberalized, post-globalized, market-oriented Indian television 

landscape is to overlook the continuing efficacy of these traditions in India and their 

important links with the imagined past of the modern nation.  The entertainment these 

types of programs offer is symbolically dense to say the least, and I argue that the 

criticism engendered by KHMK’s perceived “wrongness” is on some important levels a 

critique of “modern” versus “traditional” modes of cultural representation in India.   

This brings up the now dated question of what the rise in television viewing habits 

is in fact doing to systems of traditional cultural expression in South Asia, questions 

raised by Romila Thapar and others in the wake of the earlier serials.  Philip Lutgendorf 

(1995) is quite correct when he argues against confusing a text with a tradition in the case 

of the Sagar Ramayan; such an argument can also be applied to the Mahabharata, itself a 

                                                 
13 See pp. 14-22.   
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similar living tradition versus a static text that has one final hegemonic version.14  In his 

analysis, one hegemonic version cannot exist, because the tradition is so immensely 

varied.  Still, in looking to the case of KHMK, it seems relevant to argue here that within 

the specific genre of the televised mythological, an allusion to the “visual hegemony” of 

Chopra’s serial colored many people’s responses to KHMK, which does differ from its 

predecessor in a few key areas.  The earlier serials were able to refigure and essentially 

“retranslate” the storyline of the epics in a way that obviously still resounds with 

audiences.  In short, these programs produced a certain mass “effect” that, as Dwyer 

(2006) notes, created “new interpretive communities” around what may very well be a 

type of “new Hindu visual regime.”15  This is in spite of the negative impact of tragic 

events such as the BJP’s Ramjanmabhoomi campaign and the destruction of the Babri 

Masjid mosque in 1992 (and the communal riots that followed), which directly co-opted 

fundamentalist Hindu elements in the earlier serials for sectarian political gain.16 

  The research for this study was conducted in a variety of ways.  First and 

foremost, in the summer of 2008, I was living in North India.  Noticing the advertising 

blitz leading up to the show’s premiere, and being a student of the Indian epics in general, 

I watched with anticipation as the first episodes of KHMK debuted.  Subsequently, I was 

                                                 
14 pp. 217-253.  Lutgendorf’s article is in line with a larger method of conceptualizing the Ramayana 
tradition, such as has been espoused by scholars such as Paula Richman (1991) and (2001) and others 
claiming that each new version represents an “authoritative version” of the text given the remarkable 
fluidity of the tradition.   
15 p. 53. 
16 Both Mankekar (1999) and Rajagopal’s (2001) work on how the BJP and proponents of Hindu 
nationalism both looked to and employed the Sagar and Chopra serials into the frame of their narrow 
sectarian political agendas has been a huge influence on this study.  While the present work will shy away 
from larger political explications involving the new serials (due to the author’s background in textual and 
religious studies), the presence of the nationalist and political dimensions of these types of serials is 
impossible to ignore and will be dealt with occasionally in this work.   
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amongst the many others in India who were left wondering exactly what Balaji was 

trying to say with its program.  Upon returning to India in the summer of 2009, I decided 

to find out what had happened with KHMK, having forgotten about the series when I 

returned to my studies in the States the previous year.  Learning more about the show’s 

early cancellation, and hearing a number of people’s impassioned reactions to the 

program, I conducted the series of interviews that directly led to my sustained interest in 

this study.  Returning back to the States once more, I proceeded to watch all of the 

seventy-one episodes of KHMK, taking detailed notes and observing larger trends and 

themes.  This was supplemented by my general interest in past and current Indian 

mythological television and cinema, and my having previously viewed much of Chopra’s 

earlier Mahabharat serial.  I revisited it yet again as I watched KHMK to compare 

against Kapoor’s epic.  A further helpful component in my comprehension of the epic 

overall has been my familiarity with the narrative through my graduate studies in 

Sanskrit, premodern Hindustani, and modern Hindi literary production, much of which 

has been focused on epic and religious literature.  In addition to research into scholarly 

assessments of previous mythological television programming, the bulk of the non-

scholarly material and research presented here was culled from a variety of print and 

online sources, ranging from newspapers to online news forums, interview sites, Indian 

news broadcasts, magazine articles, online discussion forums and internet chat-rooms, 

which brought to light the lively debate I have sought to reproduce here.   

In addition to examining the phenomenon of KHMK, this study hopes to imply 

the need for further, increasingly detailed work on Indian mythological serials as a 

distinct genre of Indian television programming, as suggested by earlier work on these 
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programs.17  These shows display a unique hybridity stemming from mythological and 

devotional film history, early developmental and socially-oriented state-run 

programming, successful earlier manifestations of the televised epics, and current Indian 

soap-opera trends.  Importantly, it is a genre that continues to develop as the media 

landscape itself continues to change, offering important points of entry into larger 

audience concerns over authenticity and the perceived condition of their own culture.  

The study of mythological television in India has thus far been mostly limited to talking 

about the earlier serials, which were quite important events that retain a strong presence 

on the serials of today, as this study seeks to demonstrate.  Yet to date, there is little work 

examining mythological television serials in the aftermath of earlier successes, partly due 

to the relative newness of the genre in the years since liberalization and partly due to 

many of the programs’ similarity to previous versions.  Yet many interesting differences 

do exist, and it is hoped that this study will highlight this in the instance of KHMK.   

 This study is hampered by a number of factors, chief among having to reconstruct 

events on the ground in India predominantly through media and online sources due to 

distance and communication issues.  Repeated attempts to contact representatives at 

Balaji and 9X turned up nothing, phone calls were not answered, and contact information 

on various websites and official company postings was incorrect.  Because this shorter 

study is mainly centered on the nuts and bolts issues of how KHMK looks and works in 

relation to other serials, the research process has only been mildly hampered by the lack 

                                                 
17 Mitra (1993), Lutgendorf (1995), Gillespie (1995), Mankekar (1999), and Rajagopal (2001) have done 
much to describe these programs structurally, politically, communally, and otherwise.  Their work has been 
absolutely instrumental to my own understanding of more current manifestations of these shows, and this 
study is indebted to their work.   
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of communication with any official representative of the program.  That being said, 

further work on this or any other mythological serial would by its nature necessitate an 

on-the-ground study in India: a thorough analysis of the processes of production at the 

home studios of these programs, interviews with the directors/writers, and other key 

pieces of behind-the-scenes information, as well as a much expanded viewer reception 

study.  Unfortunately, much of this was beyond the reach of this particular project, save 

what could be reconstructed from television news channels, interviews, and otherwise.  

However, the massive usefulness of the internet (without which I would not have been 

able to watch even a single episode of KHMK) has helped make this study possible. 

 Finally, despite my personal interactions with a number of people for this study 

and the amount of time spent perusing print media sources, online chat-rooms, and 

various blogs for praise and criticism of the show, I am aware that the inclusion of these 

sources in lieu of a larger study may present a somewhat skewed image of the entirety of 

the dialogue brought about by KHMK.  Access to the internet in India, as in the rest of 

the world, is still largely a pastime of the economically advantaged, and thus criticism 

about things like television shows found on the internet will almost invariably exclude 

those who have little or no access to the medium.  It is hoped that the amount of criticism 

noted herein, including online sites as well as from mainstream, highly public sources 

such as newspapers will suffice to demonstrate the parameters of the larger issues at 

hand. 
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Chapter 1: A Short History of the Televised Mythological in India 

 

-- It is said that whatever is not there in Mahabharata will not be found anywhere else. Ekta is hell-
bent to prove otherwise.18 
 
-- To be honest, and irrespective of the pre-launch doubters on Kapoor's ability to pull off a multi-
layered story of such magnitude and spiritual depth, I had actually approached the show with hope 
and a promise of something new. After all, the country's leading television production house was 
attempting a retell[ing] of the world's longest epic with a tested and popular cast to boot. The show 
could have become Balaji Telefilms' showcase for the next creative big leap in television 
programming, especially in the tackling of the mythological genre. Alas, it has ended up being just 
another costume drama with all the narrative shortcomings and sensibilities of the production 
house's melodramatic saas-bahu sagas.19 
 
-- [In KHMK] Ganga looked beautiful and ethereal, with her pristine white costume and flowing 
hair. Thank god, she isn’t wearing kilos of gold jewellery [sic]. Shantanu’s costumes looked more 
Greek than Indian, with the black flowing robes and all. But I liked it, better than any of the earlier 
mythological serials we have been subject to, which look similar. The costumes and accessories 
definitely have a “different”, but appealing look.20 

 

This chapter will give a brief outline of some of the major developments leading 

up to the creation of KHMK.  First, it will look to the history of the Indian mythological 

in mass-produced media formats in the twentieth century, before moving on to discuss 

recent developments in the realm of the soap-opera on modern Indian television.  The 

aim of the chapter will be to define two larger currents that fed into the production of 

KHMK, those of televised, serialized, soap-opera versions of Indian mythology, and of 

the new saas-bahu aesthetic which has become the predominant form of soap-opera on 

Indian television in the past decade.   

 

                                                 
18 “Go Find Yourself a Human Stenographer”.  12 July, 2008.     
19 “Kahani Manish Malhotra ke Mahabharat ki!” 25 July, 2008.     
20 “Kahani Hamare Mahabharat Ki – Initial Review”.  10 July, 2008.     
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MYTHOLOGY ON THE SCREEN: A (VERY) BRIEF OVERVIEW 
As noted above, mythological subjects have been a constant source of inspiration 

and subject matter for all manner of performance in pre-modern and modern India, from 

early stagecraft and rural folk and ritual theaters, to more current popular and mass media 

such as the cinema, comic books, and much more recently, television.  Popular media 

manifestations of mythological themes work to reinforce the primacy and importance of 

these works of living literature, and to aid the constant “reinvention of 

quintessentially…Indian stories.”21  As Karline McLain (2009) points out in her 

discussion of the Indian phenomenon of Amar Chitra Katha comic books, such forms of 

popular media can be a “crucial site for studying the ways in which dominant ideologies 

of religion and national identity are actively created and recreated by ongoing debate.”22  

In recent years, numerous studies have been produced (Mitra 1993, Babb and Wadley 

1995, Breckenridge 1998, Dwyer and Pinney 2001, Dwyer 2006, Jain 2007, Pauwels 

2007, Gokulsing and Dissanayake 2009, McLain 2009) that chart and examine the 

growing role of visual and mass media in informing religious and cultural identity, 

countering what some academics had seen previously as a dearth of scholarly material on 

the subject.23   

Further recent and important work has been done on the production of religious 

television programs specifically, and the complex set of cultural and political events that 

                                                 
21 Quote from well-known Indian comic book producer Amar Chitra Katha’s webpage.  http://www.ack-
media.com/.  Reinforcing the theme of the continuing importance (both culturally and economically) of 
mythology in a rapidly globalizing Indian public sphere, ACK recently announced that their comics would 
be available to consumers through Vodaphone mobile phone services.  See “Amar Chitra Katha on 
Vodaphone.”  The Times of India.  28 February, 2009.   
22 p. 22. 
23 See Freitag (2001).   

http://www.ack-media.com/
http://www.ack-media.com/
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made the earlier epic serials such important occurrences (Mitra, 1993, Lutgendorf 1995, 

Mankekar 1999, Rajagopal 2001).  That the original Ramayan series was used by the BJP 

for propaganda purposes is undisputed; however, this study tends to align more with 

Lutgendorf (1995) and Dwyer (2006) in that these types of serials have nothing 

inherently “Hindutva” about them, and instead represent, as Dwyer (2006) notes, the 

“creation of a new Hindu visual regime” that is particular to the televised medium, yet 

not inherently politically motivated.24  While these serials in the past have been employed 

as touchstones for fundamentalist political agendas, they also fit into a long history of 

mythological performance in South Asia.  To see them as irrevocably politically-

motivated is to overlook not only the crucible of diverse meanings such stories contain, 

but also the fact that political dimensions are but one way of viewing such re-enactments 

of a shared cultural past.  To label them as irrevocably conservative and political is to 

deny them the full range of symbolic possibilities that they contain.   

As it stands today, the mythological tele-serial is a form of popular culture that is 

imbued with both the rich and multivalent heritage it represents and the mass-produced 

modernity it embodies and reflects.  In some ways, it has ties to earlier mythological 

manifestations in the cinema, but as we shall see, current mythological serials such as 

KHMK represent a new manifestation of religious narrative, and one that was received 

differently by audiences than film mythologicals had been in the past due to the 

particularity of the television viewing experience.  These types of programs can be 

                                                 
24 p. 53.  As Dwyer notes in her study of religion in Indian cinema, “Little has been said about the creation 
of a new Hindu visual regime in terms of religious practice and belief following these serials, and the spate 
of subsequent television soaps and growth of religious channels, but perhaps this requires a longer time 
frame.” 
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considered a new type of narrative for two reasons; first, the method of consumption 

(private viewing versus the public space of the theater or cinema hall), and the way that 

these narratives are produced for television, often through soap-opera conventions (more 

on conventions in Chapter Three).  As Dwyer (2006) has noted, the timing of the serials’ 

showings, along with their massive popularity, created a sort of “different audience”, one 

composed of both private and public zones of viewing that brought together a disparate 

audience and created a sacred space on the television screen.  In effect, she argues, 

television had managed to do what cinema had “been trying to accomplish…with only a 

limited degree of success.”25  This is congruent with Gillespie’s (1995) observation of the 

“devotional viewing” engendered by the serial. 

Prior to televised serials, mythological content had already been available in 

cinematic format for three quarters of a century.  The history of the early days of Indian 

cinema and the production of mythologically-based films is well documented 

(Lutgendorf 1995, Rajagopal 2001, Dwyer 2006) and need not be discussed at length 

here.  It is sufficient to say that the early period of Indian cinema saw the production of 

numerous mythological films, such as Phalke’s Raja Harishchandra (1912) and Lanka 

Dahan (1917), the former of which was among the first all-Indian feature film presented 

for the Indian screen.26  These films continued to be produced in the years that followed, 

with some attaining modest success, such as Sampoorna Ramayana (1961) and Jai 

Santoshi Ma (1975).  Though purely mythological films continue to be produced for the 

                                                 
25 p. 53.   
26 As Dwyer notes, Phalke’s Raja Harishchandra, based on a story from the Mahabharata, was not the 
first film for the screen, but rather the first Indian feature-length film.  Phalke’s films were preceded by 
shorts Harishchandra Sakharam Bhatavdekar, as well as Hiralal Sen’s filmed plays from the Calcutta stage.  
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cinema until the present day (UTV Motion Pictures recently announced the large-scale 

2010 release of Arjun: The Warrior Prince, an animated take on the Mahabharata), their 

production has remained a slow constant, while the numbers of other types of films being 

produced has risen steadily.  Some have noted that the genre was often considered 

somewhat “risky” in terms of success-rate, perhaps leading to fluctuations in the numbers 

produced over the years.27   

Still, as Derné (1995) points out, market forces and a large, heterogeneous 

audience have ensured that subdued religious themes and imagery in popular Hindi films 

have remained a constant ingredient in the “mixture” necessary to create a successful 

film.28  He argues that possibly due to the general status of the film medium among the 

viewing public as a form produced solely for entertainment, there is nevertheless a 

tendency for audiences to “reject cinematic departures from religious convention.” 29  

There is of course also the possibility of censorship, both governmental and social, to 

have the effect of discouraging such innovations.  Derné sites several cases in which such 

discouragement has taken place, such as the case of the 1987 film Kaliyug Aur Ramayan, 

originally slated to be titled Kaliyug Ki Ramayan until the title came under fire from 

conservative groups.30  Similarly, one of Deepa Mehta’s films, Fire, was a source of 

major controversy that saw the film publicly maligned by conservative groups and sent 

                                                                                                                                                 
As is often noted, Phalke’s inspiration for his film was a screening in Bombay of The Life of Christ.  See 
Dwyer (2006) pp. 12-62. 
27 Lutgendorf (1995), p. 220. 
28 p. 212. 
29 p. 207.   
30 p. 196.  Translated, the title changed from The Ramayan of the Age of Kali to The Ramayan and the Age 
of Kali.  The controversy with the first title comes from the literature itself: the Ramayana story and the 
perfect reign of Ram (ramrajya) is not a product of the Kaliyug (the fourth and most degraded age of the 
universe, aka. the present-day). 
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back to the Censorship Board.31  More recently, in 2001 Mehta’s film Water, depicting 

religious hypocrisy and the plight of widows in 1930’s Benares, provoked local 

demonstrations and riots that saw a number of film sets burned and the director forced to 

leave the city to finish shooting the film in Sri Lanka.  Some of the conflict over Water 

may have in large part been due to the director’s notoriety over Fire.32     

KHMK’s story is that of a mythological serial caught somewhere between larger 

developmental, nationalistic, and communal overtones present in earlier epic serials, and 

the prevailing focus upon middle-class “modernity” that is often true of the tele-serial in 

India today.  As such, it cannot be understood without an examination of the progression 

of the tele-serial in India from a state-sponsored, educational design to the state it 

presently inhabits.33  In the 1980’s, due in the main to the rising costs of maintaining the 

national network as a “non-commercial preserve” and the rise in the distribution of VCR 

technology, the national network Doordarshan took the step of both introducing 

commercials for revenue and beginning to solicit serialized dramas from independent 

studios in an effort to retain viewership.34  Some of these, such as Kumar Vasudev’s Hum 

Log and Ramesh Sippy’s Buniyaad, became not only quite popular but were also 

economic successes for the station, prompting the creation of further such programming.  

Due in part to their presence on the national network and in part to their focus on issues 

                                                 
31 See Marsh and Brasted (2002). 
32 See Mason (2002).  As she points out, the protests were not “spontaneous” as was recorded by the 
media, and the film script had passed through the BJP-controlled film censorship board unscathed barring a 
few minor revisions.  Rather, the protests were a way for local conservative elements to put pressure on the 
center, in a display much like the lead-up to the 1992 destruction of the Babri Masjid in Ayodhya.   
33 I base my short discussion of Doordarshan in the 1980’s and 90’s on Mitra (1993) pp.75-89; Lutgendorf 
(1995) pp. 218-226; Gupta (1998) pp. 17-39; Mankekar (1999) pp. 5-8; Rajagopal (2001) pp. 72-86; and 
Fazal (2008) pp. 44-46. 
34 Lutgendorf (1995), pp. 220-221.   
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central to the family and the “good” society, a number of these early serials have been 

noted as having a nationalist and developmental slant.  Some theorists have termed this 

type of program a “pro-developmental soap-opera”, due to the focus on both 

entertainment and education, and a larger concern with nationalist issues.35   

These serials were the first of their kind in India and a decisive departure from 

earlier Nehruvian secularist tendencies on the state-run network in favor of a new push 

towards advertising revenues and more regionalized centers of program production.  This 

movement away from more overtly socialistic tendencies on Doordarshan accompanied 

the push for and the realization of economic liberalization in the early 1990’s.36  Due to 

the steady success of early shows like Hum Log, forays were made into folk-tale and 

mythological production with miniseries such as Krishna Avatar, as well as Vikram aur 

Vetal, produced by none other than the future producer of Ramayan serial, Ramanand 

Sagar.37  By the late 1980’s, the success of the so-called “developmental soap-operas” 

combined with the history of the Indian religio-mythological film had set a type of 

aesthetic template for Sagar and Chopra’s serials. 

After a previous, failed attempt to convince officials at Mandi House to accept his 

idea for a serialized version of the Ramayan, Sagar’s serial finally took to the airwaves in 

January of 1987, and the rest as they say, is history.  Numerous sources report that both 

Sagar’s Ramayan and Chopra’s Mahabharat had a viewership that until that point had 

been unprecedented for Indian television programming.  Total viewership is hard to 

determine, but by many accounts the more popular episodes of Ramayan were seen by 

                                                 
35 Mitra, p. 85.  This follows Singhal and Rogers (1987) definition.   
36 Ibid.   
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somewhere around 100 million people, which given the limited distribution of television 

sets in India at the time was quite a figure.38  By all accounts the Mahabharat’s ratings 

were even higher than those of the Ramayan.39  These two shows have been repeatedly 

cited as among the most watched programs in Indian television history, and continue to 

be aired in syndication into the present.  Many in India still remember the way in which 

Sunday mornings brought an unusual quietude to normally bustling bazaars and 

roadways across India, as people gathered at homes, storefronts, and tea-stalls to watch 

that week’s episode.   

In addition to stellar ratings, many have pointed to ritualization of the viewing 

process as another dimension of the consumption of these programs.40  The original 

Mahabharat and Ramayan serials were able to create a type of visual aesthetic that while 

often attacked by critics and the press was instrumental in creating the now uniquely 

Indian genre of the “mythological soap opera.”  These types of serials continue in modest 

numbers into the present, and many contain recognizable aesthetic elements of the earlier 

serials, such as slow plot speed, devotional music, religious imagery reminiscent of 

Hindu calendar art, and use of a highly Sanskritic language register.  Most importantly, 

the televised Mahabharat and Ramayan serials were viewed by many as at once 

educational, entertaining, and moral.  In effect, they embodied what Rajagopal (2001) has 

cited as “a legitimacy that had never been envisaged, as a potential source of ‘moral’ 

                                                                                                                                                 
37 Lutgendorf, pp. 200-221.   
38 See Rajagopal (2001), pp. 84, 326, and also Lutgendorf (1995), p. 223.   
39 Rajagopal (2001), p. 326. 
40 See Dwyer (2006) pp. 52-53, and Lutgendorf (1995) pp. 226-232. 
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entertainment.”41  Gillespie (1995) found in her two-year study of a London-based Hindu 

family that the formal structuring of these serials as aids to “devotional viewing” had in 

effect created a visual Hindu register capable of reproducing symbols in a way that was 

understandable to a Hindu audience, whereas other contemporary versions of the same 

subject matter were unable to do so.  We will return to Gillespie’s study in more detail 

below.  

Yet, the early mythological serials were not without their fair share of 

controversy.  The presence of what many saw as nationalist and communalist rhetoric 

printed on the rapidly expanding canvas of television was part of a larger trend that saw 

the ideological rhetoric of Hindutva becoming “an overarching framework for thinking 

about economy, polity, and society together.”42  This attitude was seen as eventually 

buttressing an outpouring of anti-Muslim sentiment that accompanied the BJP’s rise to 

power, the destruction of the Babri Masjid in Ayodhya in 1992, and the subsequent anti-

Muslim riots that followed in the wake of the destruction.  Visual aspects of the political 

campaigns accompanying this rise to power often invoked the charged religious 

symbolism of Ram, and the Ramjanmabhoomi movement was a solid BJP platform in the 

period prior to the destruction of the mosque.43  This platform, stoking as it did 

communal tensions in many parts of northern India, was able to speak generically to large 

groups despite the variegated and disparate regionalisms of the Ramayana story.  As 

Rajagopal (2001) explains, this was due in part to the ability of the Ramayan serial to 

speak to a “split public”, stating that “for the first time, the bewilderingly varying parts of 

                                                 
41 p. 84. 
42 Rajagopal (2001), p. 208. 
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Indian society were simultaneously exposed to one of its most familiar narrative 

traditions, and represented to themselves as behaving in unison across a considerable 

breadth.”44   

In the process, a tradition of remarkable depth, fluidity, and differentiation in 

narrative voice and structure came to be crystallized in a lone (albeit extremely popular) 

version of the tale.  This development, of course, was not without its proponents and 

detractors.  Scholars such as Thapar (1989) and Sen Gupta (1991) lamented the threat of 

television mythology towards diverse and localized performance traditions centered on 

the epics, while others such as Lutgendorf (1995) and Richman (1991, 2001) theorized 

that the new manifestations of the epic were more proof of its enduring malleability and 

popularity.  These debates occurred in tandem with larger concerns over the generative 

(or degenerative) power of a rapidly expanding kaleidoscope of televised programming, 

and the possible effects of this new visual medium on the realm of diverse religious 

practices.  As Gupta (1999) states, “Television programming is acting as an agent in this 

reconstruction of Indian modernity as the nation, the community, the family and the 

individual struggle to redefine themselves into modern moulds.”45 

As cultural events of enormous importance and controversy, then, the early 

mythological serials had an unprecedented effect upon the way that these types of 

programs have been conceptualized, created, and consumed, a trend that shows no signs 

                                                                                                                                                 
43 See Davis (2005).   
44 p. 151.  A crucial aspect of the “split public” as Rajagopal explains it was the outright advocacy in the 
Hindi-language press of what were held to be Hindutva themes in the Ramayan serial, and the general 
apathy and disconnectedness (linked to a perhaps more “Western-style” journalistic approach) that was 
found in the English-language press.  While the serial was often criticized in the English press, it was just 
as often lauded in the Hindi press in a way consistent with communalist and Hindu nationalist rhetoric, 
leading to a disjunction in the way the serial was perceived by the public at large dependent on language.   
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of dissipating.  KHMK stands as one of the latest manifestations of this historic 

development, and as we shall see, the program has inherited the complexities of its 

historical antecedents on multiple levels.  Additionally, there are other elements at play in 

KHMK’s structure that have affected the efficacy of its replication of Hindu visual 

“cues” so foundational to this type of programming.  This has to do with the collective 

“authorship” of the serial, which will be discussed in detail in the next section. 

 

BALAJI TELEFILMS AND EKTA KAPOOR: SUCCESS AND CONTROVERSY 
KHMK was conceptualized, created, and produced by the Balaji Telefilms 

Limited production house operating out of Mumbai.  Producing mainly television-only 

content for multiple Asian satellite cable providers, it also has overseen the creation of 

films and new media, and the introduction of programming in Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, 

Malayalam, and Kannada.  Balaji Telefilms, once just a name among a large number of 

independent production houses manufacturing content for the growing number of post-

liberalization satellite television networks in India, witnessed during the 1990’s and early 

2000’s an unprecedented rise in market fortunes borne largely on shrewd business tactics 

and the overwhelming success of its signature line of “K-serial” dramas, which are in 

large part soap-opera-style programs.46  Started in 1994 by the well-known yesteryear 

actor Jeetendra Kapoor, the company spent the 1990’s as a mid-sized production house, 

but with fortunes on the rise and shows being produced in ever larger numbers, Balaji hit 

its stride in July 2000 with the release of what would be its most popular and memorable 

                                                                                                                                                 
45 p. 107.  
46  See “Saas, Bahu and the End.”  The Times of India.  26 October, 2008.   
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program, Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi.47  This program, in addition to others like it 

produced by Balaji and Kapoor, is important in understanding much of the criticism 

leveled at KHMK.  It helped to hone and develop the larger aesthetic tropes, thematic 

content, and gender characterization that became the most recognizable aspects of the 

generically dubbed saas-bahu serial, an aesthetic that was heavily drawn upon in the 

creation of KHMK.  This saas-bahu aesthetic, though the collective effort of a number of 

writers and directors, is heavily identified with Balaji Telefilms’ own Ekta Kapoor, 

Creative Director of the production house and main overseer and creative consultant to 

shows from Kyunki to KHMK.  This section will briefly discuss the impact of Kyunki and 

some of the debate surrounding this type of programming before moving on to discuss 

KHMK itself.     

Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi, a serial drama about a “middle-class girl Tulsi 

who married into a rich Gujarati joint family…solving all the intricate problems within 

the family and never once deterring from the path of righteousness,”48 has managed to 

strike a major chord with Indian television audiences.  With a run of over 1,800 episodes 

on STAR Plus, the trials and tribulations of Tulsi and the Virani family were a 

consistently watched if not consistently critiqued phenomenon, and the program went on 

to be among the most popular shows on Indian television from 2000 to 2007.  Its success 

spawned a huge number of what are collectively known as “K Serials,” so dubbed 

because of Kapoor’s insistence on ‘K’ as a “lucky” letter, apparently at the insistence of a 

                                                 
47 See “Indian Television’s High Priestess.”  Asia Times Online.  25 May, 2002.   
48 Taken from Balaji Telefilms website program description.   
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family astrologer.49  With the success of the “K serial” formula, the past decade has also 

been quite lucrative for Balaji Telefilms Limited, whose fortunes have risen in tandem 

with the popularity of its signature line of programming, and which has seen an 

extraordinary rise in profits for the company since the mid 1990’s.50   

By many accounts, serials such as Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi and Kahani 

Ghar Ghar Ki have played a major role in defining a certain type of aesthetic on modern 

Indian television.  In terms of “look” and overall content, Balaji serials usually employ 

generic soap opera devices while centering on internecine family and domestic conflicts, 

primarily middle and upper-class subjects, and fabulously constructed plot twists 

designed to hold viewer interest.  Shoma Munshi’s recent (2010) book-length study 

Prime Time Soap Operas on Indian Television is concerned specifically with the way in 

which Balaji’s programs have come to dominate and define the genre of Indian soap-

operas in the past decade.  As she notes, Balaji’s (and thus modern India’s) soap-opera 

programming aesthetic stems from a diverse array of sources, amongst them the Indian 

epics Ramayana and Mahabharata, US Prime Time soaps, and Bollywood, as well as 

earlier developmental and mythological soap-opera programming on Indian television.51  

In addition to other concerns, one of the main foci of her work is to demonstrate how 

popular soaps such as Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi contain the capacity to “engage 

audiences in the narrative and open up a space for discussion.”52  Her study is the first to 

engage with the particularly Indian aspects of prime-time soap operas running on Indian 

                                                 
49 See “So Young, So Successful.”  The Times of India.  23 January, 2001.   
50 See “Indian Television’s High Priestess” (cited above).  
51 See pp. 3-21 for an overview of her larger arguments.   
52 p. 23.   
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television, and to date is the most comprehensive picture of the contemporary Indian 

television landscape.   

Priya Raghavan’s recent (2008) doctoral thesis centered on the phenomenon of 

Kyunki, echoing some of Munshi’s concerns, argues that the show’s importance lies “in 

the way it forms a political space for viewers to forge and negotiate social meanings, and 

thereby, structures of social power…the intricate and complex family dynamics involved 

in the reception of the serial…demonstrate[s] quite unambiguously that popular television 

occupies an important part of the way contemporary society politically constructs 

itself.”53  Her findings use a combination of theoretical and historical analysis coupled 

with ethnographic data to determine the impact that Kyunki has had on viewers both male 

and female, and worked as a site to negotiate ideas of morality, modernity, and identity in 

modern India.  Yet this “political space” is not without its share of controversy.54   

Despite these previous successes, however, the past two years have seen a decline 

somewhat in the fortunes of Balaji Telefilms.  The company faced large financial losses 

in the 2008-09 fiscal year, when the onset of global recession coupled with a month-long 

November 2008 strike that halted new serial production forced a number of shows off the 

air.55  Among these shows were Kyunki, which Star TV cancelled due to “viewer fatigue” 

                                                 
53 p. 175.   
54 Balaji’s K-serial programs have been cited by scholars and critics as both progressive and regressive, 
especially in the portrayal of gender.  Arguments for and against Kapoor’s portrayal of women also color a 
dimension of the dialogue surrounding KHMK, though this is only one element of a much larger critique.  
Kapoor herself is aware of this generally negative assessment of her programs, and in interviews has 
actively denied the accusation that her serials show women in a regressive light.  The treatment of gender in 
KHMK, which I argue is contradictory to claims made by Kapoor about the show itself, will be discussed 
in more detail below. 
55 Balaji Telefilms Limited 2008-9 Annual Report.   
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and “falling TRP’s,” as well as KHMK.56  While the company still managed to show 

profit, its numbers were drastically reduced for the fiscal year, and it saw the resignation 

of some of its key players, including R. Karthik (Balaji’s CEO), N. Pantvaidya (CEO of 

television content), and Tusshar Kapoor (director of the company).57  As current TRP’s 

and critics suggest, some of this overall shift in fortunes may well be due to the move 

towards more “reality-based” programming currently ruling the airwaves on Indian 

television.58  Interestingly, many of the players heavily involved with KHMK, such as 

Project Head Suraj Rao and Creative Head Nivedita Basu, also left the company in the 

wake of the show’s failure, and the estimated loss of over 953 lakhs on the show 

overall.59   

What the future holds for the saas-bahu variety tele-serial content of Indian 

television is at this point uncertain, but the fact that it has left its mark upon the television 

landscape is a certitude.  Most importantly for our purposes here, KHMK was a serial 

that drew heavily on both the long history of cinematic and televised mythology before it, 

as well as the specific soap-opera formula created and popularized by Ekta Kapoor and 

Balaji Telefilms.  As this section has attempted to demonstrate, the previous generation 

of mythological serials on Indian television had a formative impact on the way that 

Indian viewers have come to conceptualize televised mythology.  Sagar and Chopra’s 

serials, drawing on a number of conventions and tropes before them, were able to create 

televised versions of the great Indian epics that have endured in their popularity and 

                                                 
56 See “Ekta Kapoor is Ready to Fight it Out.” DNA News online.     
57 See “Balaji Telefilms Hits a Rumbler in Q3 2008.”  Indiantelevision.com.        
58 See “Reality Hits Saas-Bahu Hard.” The Times of India.  12 November 2008.   
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visibility to the present, versions that I argue herein have continue to exert a strong hold 

on viewer perception of this type of programming.  Though new versions of the epics 

continue to be produced, the stellar popularity of the original serials has yet to be 

matched.  Additionally, we have seen that over the past decade, the rising popularity of a 

different kind of serial has taken hold of television viewers’ imaginations, producing 

soaring ratings, and a widespread aesthetic replete with popular appeal and controversial 

characterizations.  KHMK, created as it was by Ekta Kapoor and Balaji Telefilms, is a 

conceptual mixture of these two epochs, and the end result for the program was less than 

favorable.  In Chapter Two, we will discuss the “hyping” of KHMK, as well as the 

dialogue surrounding its creation, in order to demonstrate how the remaking of this serial 

was more than the creation of a simple television show.  Rather, it was an event that 

generated a fair amount of excitement and criticism, and it is to those aspects of the 

show’s creation which we now turn.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
59 Balaji Telefilms 2008-9 Annual Report.  Also see “Nivedita is no More with Ekta Kapoor.” The Times of 
India. 23 January 2009. 
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Chapter 2: The Promise of Something Both Old and New 

 
 
--Oh my god what a mockery of the great epic…each character is flat, dialogues seem to come 
from some saas-bahu writer.....[this serial] can’t even compare with BR Chopra's Mahabharat, 
even [the] title song is bakwaas…60 
 
--We all know the plot…the key lies in the treatment.61 
 
-- Many of us…were excited by the promos for Ekta Kapoor’s version on 9X. The show looked 
like it would differ from the kitschy mythologicals of the past — those with Amar Chitra Katha 
style costumes, bombastic dialogue and phooljadi arrows. It looked earthier, grittier, closer in its 
sensibilities to Peter Brook's fine stage production-turned film. We should have known better. 
Spending money on promos is one thing, but Kahaani…is gaudier than any TV epic so far.62 

 
-- The magnificent epic becomes just another soap in Balaji’s hands.63 

 

 

 This chapter will discuss the period leading up to the release of KHMK, and 

Balaji’s attempts to convince the Indian viewing public of what was to be in store for 

them in another televised version of the Mahabharata.  The Mahabharata, as 

Rajagopalachari reminds us, is one of India’s “noblest heritages.”64  Mitra touches on the 

fact that it is “central to Indian culture.”65  Thus, any attempt to retranslate it into a new 

manifestation is an attempt to recontextualize and “recode” it in a way contemporaneous 

with the present and contiguous with the past, to reinterpret culture yet again in a way 

always both old and new.66  Whether or not such productions make sense to viewers is a 

                                                 
60 Posted to Youtube by Princessash82. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5B8ptjY5sLk&feature=PlayList&p=586592DEB3D7254B&index=1 
(accessed 20 February, 2010).   
61 “Kahani Hamare Mahabharat Ki – Initial Review”.  10 July, 2008.     
62 “Aces of Maces and Pretty Faces”.  Tehelka Magazine, Vol 5, Issue 33.  23 August, 2008.  
63 “Ancient Epics, New Avatars”.  22 July, 2008 
64 (1951), p. viii.   
65 (1993), p. 101. 
66 Mitra (1993), p. 101.   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5B8ptjY5sLk&feature=PlayList&p=586592DEB3D7254B&index=1
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complex geometry of shared cultural symbols and codes, the position of the new “author” 

of the reconfigured text, and the public that can choose to engage with and either accept 

or reject the rendering.  Advertising for KHMK was aimed at how the program would 

once again bring out an important cultural heritage for the Indian viewing public, while 

trying to differentiate itself from its predecessors and competition in the process.  Thus, 

viewers were promised something both old and new in the days leading up to the intial 

release date.   

 

HYPING THE PROGRAM: THE POSSIBILITY OF SOMETHING “NEW”? 
As Balaji Telefilms was enjoying its continuing success in early 2008, plans were 

already well underway towards creating what would be the company’s most ambitious 

plan yet: a prime-time, three-year remaking of the Mahabharata, the first major long-

running undertaking since Chopra’s version had aired twenty years prior.  The show 

would feature many of the most well-known names from Ekta Kapoor’s K-Serial 

universe: Ronit Roy, Hiten Tejwani, Saakshi Tanwar, Aryan Vaid, Chetan Hansraj, Anita 

Hassanandani and Makrand Deshpande, to name a few.  The series promised to also 

incrementally introduce “new talent” to audiences, in an attempt to build viewer 

excitement about the show.67  Balaji Telefilms intermittently released information as the 

project continued to be prepped for a Summer 2008 release, and the promise of well-

known actors, lavishly designed sets, on-location shooting in far-flung locales, and an 

altogether “upgraded” version of the Mahabharata had people talking well before the 

                                                 
67 From online KHMK synopsis. 
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show’s first episode ever aired.68  The program was advertised in multiple formats and in 

progressive stages, in an “indoor and outdoor” multimedia campaign comprising 

billboards, radio and television ads, cinema hall slots between films, and additionally on 

other INX Network arms such as channel 9X, 9XM, and NewsX.  According to 9X, the 

thrust of the advertising campaign was estimated to have reached 175 million people 

before the launch of the program.69    

Advertising for the show sought to capitalize on the diverse array of cultural 

information inherent in the Mahabharata itself.  The show’s logo was a symbol of the 

look and feel of Kapoor’s epic; written in a sweeping, majestic and thoroughly stylized 

Devanagari script, the logo’s sharp edges and metallic sheen set against an imposing, 

blood-red sky are meant to demonstrate both the martial and the masculine.  Furthermore, 

what is also being presented is the noticeably “modernized” look of KHMK, by marked 

use of computer-graphics technology and innovative camera techniques.  The CGI effects 

are impressive and cutting-edge, the camera shots and cut-scenes are stylized and rapid-

paced, and the whole promo has an air of excitement about it.  The surrounding 

battlefield, riddled with arrows, bodies, and broken chariots, impressively sets the scene 

of the apocalyptic final battle to come.  Rather than Chopra and Sagar’s now extremely 

dated-looking special effects and sets, KHMK’s imagery instantly calls to mind other, 

newer media manifestations of the Indian epics, such as Liquid Comics’ recent 

Ramayana 3392 A.D.  The graphic novel, read in both India and abroad in the States and 

                                                 
68 See “Ekta’s Maha-Casting.”  The Times of India.  15 February, 2008.  
69 See “9X Starts Mega Campaign for its Mahabharat.”  MeriNews online.  25 June 2008.     
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Europe, was produced in the grainy, visually violent aesthetic of previous American and 

European graphic novels such as Sin City and Watchmen.   

  

 

          Figure 1:  KHMK logo                 Figure 2:  Promo: Arjun on the battlefield 
  

 The television and cinema-hall promos that aired prior to the release of KHMK 

were indicators of what the show promised to offer viewers tuning in to this new version 

of the Mahabharata, and importantly how it differed from other visual versions of the 

story.  Using the battlefield of Kurukshetra as its backdrop, the promos were devoid of 

dialogue, and refrained from showing any of the main characters directly, instead 

referring to them using visual references that would be well-known to anyone versed in 

the story.70  The three-minute promo begins with a long, menacing horn blast, and the 

camera slowly pans over a battlefield.  We see Shakuni’s hands come into the frame, 

holding the dice that will effectively start the war.  The dice drop slowly to the dusty 

ground as a slowly-turning chariot wheel comes into view, on it the symbol of a fish.  
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The camera’s lens becomes bathed in a watery visual effect, and a bow comes into view 

just as an arrow leaps from it, striking the fish through the eye, calling to mind Arjun’s 

feat of prowess with the bow that wins the Pandavs the hand of Draupadi.  As the music 

intensifies, the sky becomes black with arrows raining down onto the battlefield, and a 

hand poking through the same chariot wheel outstretches as a gasp is heard, recalling the 

scene of Karna’s death.  Next we see a length of yellow cloth, billowing out in vibrant 

color against the bloody battlefield, as a high-pitched female voice begins singing along 

to the music.  The cloth is attached to the sari of a woman turned away from the camera, 

recalling the cheerharan scene that Kapoor would use to open her epic.  As we watch the 

screen flashes to the feet and legs of two more characters, faceless and bodiless, though 

instantly recognizable as Krishna and Arjuna poised in the scene from arguably the epic’s 

most famous scene, the beginning of the final battle depicted in the Bhagavad Gita.  

Arjun drops to his knees and lets his bow drop.  It slams to the ground with a thud, just as 

low-pitched male voices begin to chant in Sanskrit.  The music takes a dramatic turn as 

Arjun rises back to his feet, and raises his bow and pulls back an arrow in slow motion.  

He lets loose a single arrow, and the camera pans to a shot of the sky as the one arrow 

becomes thousands, blackening the horizon as countless shafts strike another faceless 

body.  One of his arrows strikes the dusty earth.  Water springs from the ground, referring 

to Arjun’s favor for the dying Bhishma; we see it flowing into an opened mouth, yet only 

the mouth and beard are shown.  The show’s logo comes into view as the music 

intensifies again, cutting through the blood-red clouds with a flash. 

                                                                                                                                                 
70 The lack of actors from the program in the pre-release promo may have been due to the casting process, 
which was not completely finalized by the time the promos began airing early in 2008.   
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 In three minutes time, these promo videos contain significant indications of what 

would constitute some of the formal structures of KHMK.  Dramatic, melancholic, and 

markedly enhanced with special effects, the promos inherently promised something new 

and exciting.  It sought to remind viewers of why they needed to watch yet another 

version of the epic, and specifically why they needed to watch this version.  In short, they 

promised something different, something updated, something modern, and yet due to the 

nature of the source material, something perennially recognizable.  Overall, the message 

was that Balaji Telefilms and Ekta Kapoor were the ones most well-equipped to deliver 

the timeless story into the present moment.  Confirming this notion, Andy Petiffer, group 

director of brand communications at INX Network, was quoted as saying that the promo 

slots were designed to “convey to viewers that our Mahabharat has been created with the 

highest production values and on a grandeur and scale never seen before. It positions this 

timeless epic as a production that will appeal to today’s generation.”71     

 Aesthetically speaking, the advertising promos in and of themselves speak much 

about the way that KHMK promised to deliver the Mahabharata experience to a “new 

generation” of viewers.  Stylized, dramatic, and straddling the line between realism and 

spectacular computer-generated special effects, the promos distill the epic storyline down 

into a series of cues meant to evoke a sense of shared cultural comprehension.  The 

battlefield is massive and majestic, the score is alternately intense and subdued, and the 

special effects give the scene a look undeniably influenced by modern media such as 

comic books and graphic novels.  The logo, as discussed above, contains all that needs to 

                                                 
71 See “9X Starts Mega Campaign for its Mahabharat.”  (cited above).   
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be said: this version of the Mahabharata has something special and new to offer India’s 

collective, shared culture and was not to be missed.  It was to be, in the words of Tusshar 

Kapoor, a “refreshing modern take on the epic.”72  The advertising scheme worked in 

generating anticipation, and in the days leading up to the series’ inauguration, major press 

outlets such as The Times of India and The Hindu featured numerous headlines about 

Balaji’s new serial, stories about the continuing hold of the epics on public imagination, 

and interviews with Ekta Kapoor and her actors.   

 

Figures 3-4: Promo posters for KHMK. 

 

And it was not just the pending release of Ekta’s Mahabharata that was causing a 

stir.  In 2008, a veritable flood of new mythological content was being produced and 

brought out for television, and everyone from Bobby Bedi and Chandraprakash Dwivedi 

to Ravi Chopra and Ekta Kapoor was “talking mythologicals” in the months preceding 

                                                 
72 “Cool, Baby, Cool.”  The Hindu.  23 September, 2008.   
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the release of KHMK.73  NDTV Imagine, a newcomer to the Hindi GEC universe 

launched in January 2008, was able to capitalize on the popularity of the previous 

Ramayan serial and roll out a new televised version of the story (produced by Sagar Arts) 

to help launch the channel.  Colors, another 2008 Hindi GEC start-up, also used a new 

Sagar Arts show, Jai Shri Krishna, to inaugurate itself at roughly the same time that 

KHMK was beginning its run in July of 2008.  As Munshi (2010) briefly outlines in her 

study, there was a small “ratings war” borne out in the area of mythological production, 

which resulted in a slew of new programming based directly or indirectly on the epics.  In 

addition to the aforementioned programs, in 2008 Jai Maa Durga was launched on Star 

Plus, Shri Ganesh on Sony, as well as Jai Santoshi Maa on Zee TV.  All of these shows 

recapitulated themes and stories of gods and goddesses, and all in serialized format.74  As 

these shows one by one went to the airwaves, the public took notice, and some of these 

programs went on to be the highest rated programs on their respective channels.  NDTV 

Imagine’s Ramayan, in addition to raking in perpetually high TRP ratings throughout its 

                                                 
73 See “Of Epic Proportions.”  The Times of India.  3 February, 2008.  The case of Bedi’s proposed take on 
the Mahabharata is an interesting side-note to the story of Kapoor’s.  Bedi, producer of such films as 
Bandit Queen (1994) and Maqbool (2003), had suggested as early as 2006 that a whole spectrum of 
Mahabharata-inspired programming be produced for both a local and a global audience, including a long-
running television serial, a trilogy of films, an animated program, and even the construction of a theme park 
based on the epic.  Bedi’s Kaleidoscope Entertainment secured a deal with Star Television, and in 2008 up 
to seven episodes were shot on a set outside of Delhi.  Diverting from usual television practice, the 
episodes were shot on more expensive film rather than tape and in hour-long segments rather than 30-
minute episodes.  However, after the airing of Kapoor’s Mahabharata (and the first signs of the coming 
economic downturn), Bedi and his director Dwivedi had yet to produce a single episode ready for 
television.  This prompted Star Television to take Bedi’s Kaleidoscope Entertainment to court in December 
of 2008 over the six crore given to Bedi as an advance early in 2008, in hopes that the show would be on-
air in time to compete with Balaji’s Mahabharata.  See “Star TV Takes Bobby Bedi to Court.” 
Livemint.com News.  31 Dec. 2008.     
74 Munshi, p. 180. 
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run, was even awarded the honor of “Most Promising New Show of the Year” by 

Indiantelevision.com’s New Talent Awards in June of 2008.75   

Interestingly for our purposes here, unlike KHMK, both Sagar Arts’ newest 

version of Ramayan and of Jai Shri Krishna (a remake of Sagar Arts’ earlier Shri 

Krishna serial from the 1990’s) were able to hold onto high TRP’s and viewership until 

the end of their runs.  I would suggest here that one of the main reasons that these shows 

were able to continue successfully in a highly competitive and bottom-line driven 

programming market was in part because they attempted to rebroadcast the epics in a way 

that was generally congruent with earlier, successful versions of the same types of 

programs, further reinforcing the “visual hegemony” of the earlier epic serials.  This is 

especially true with Sagar Arts’ 2008 Ramayan.  This Ramayan’s similarity to the older 

version is readily evident in terms of structure, dialogue, costuming, and pace.  Even the 

special effects manage to somehow seem nearly as quaint as Sagar’s earlier efforts, 

despite the twenty year time gap between the two serials.  Watching any episode of the 

2008 Ramayan is proof enough of the overt reproduction of the earlier format, and one 

can easily ascertain that the dialogue, acting, and overall aesthetics of the newer series 

appear nearly as they did twenty years earlier.  As one critic put it, “[In this newer 

Ramayan] the pious monkeys and talking bears are just as cheaply made-up as in the 

original, but as long as Rama is handsome and fair, Sita is weepy and Ravana does the 

                                                 
75 “Karan Hukku, Sara Khan, and Parul Chauhan are Best New Talents on Indian Television.”  
Indiantelevision.com News Headlines.  15 June 2008.     
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‘mwahaha’ convincingly, most viewers should be content to gently sway their heads to 

the devotional music.”76 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Ram and Sita (Arun Govil and 
Deepika Chikalia) in the 
1987-88 Ramayan 

 

 

Figure 6: Ram and Sita (Gurmeet Choudary and 
Debina Bannerjee) in Sagar Arts’ 
2008 Ramayan.  Note the near 
similarity in dress and adornment.   

 

 

 

Looking to pictures of the older and newer Ramayan serials, it is easy to see the 

lines of aesthetic continuation, something that is not seen when looking at pictures of 

Balaji’s epic juxtaposed against Chopra’s.  While the new Ramayan obviously sought to 

recreate the same aesthetic of the previous serial, we see through KHMK’s promos and 

advertising the desire to break from that aesthetic.  While the content was something 

                                                 
76 “Aces of Maces and Pretty Faces” (cited above).  
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necessarily “old”, in KHMK the presentation was promised to be something “new”, 

something that it was hoped would differentiate the program from its competitors.  This 

was a gamble that the show’s creators took, and ultimately lost.  An interesting 

component of the creation of these new versions in light of the earlier ones is the 

controversy and dialogue that they generated, which confirms that the break KHMK was 

making from its predecessor was considered to be a leap.  Before turning to the structural 

components of KHMK in the next chapter, we will examine and analyze some of the 

larger discussion surrounding the creation of this new generation of mythological 

programming, which was an oft-discussed topic during the airing of these new shows. 

 

(RE-)REMAKING EPICS: RECONFIGURATION, DEBATE, AND THE ALMIGHTY RUPEE  
Amidst these varied advertising campaigns, the new channel launches, and the 

competition for ratings among fresh mythological serials, another level of discussion in 

the media and online was coloring the developments accompanying the shows 

themselves.  What does it mean to remake these mythological programs?  Should they be 

remade at all?  How should they be created and portrayed, and for what benefit?  What 

makes one version worthy of veneration and another the subject of condemnation?  Was 

it possible to try and recreate the phenomenon of the earlier programs, or would such 

attempts invariably be solely profit-oriented vehicles of a new, diversified, and 

increasingly fragmented Indian visual public sphere?  These are large questions with no 

easy answers, yet seemingly everyone involved sought to weigh in on the matter.  What 

is most interesting is that issues like these have the ability to cut straight to the quick of 
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larger questions of social and historical identity re-conceptualized through shared cultural 

transmissions like the Indian epics.  Television, as one of a large number of 

“modernities” currently underlying India’s post-liberalized visual and pop-cultural 

landscape, offers one point of entry into much larger issues of the perception and 

meaning of “tradition” in an increasingly globalized sphere.  The vehemence with which 

some attacked KHMK may well have to do as much with these perceived social 

fluctuations as it does with the fact that KHMK was not a terribly well constructed 

program.  In the twenty years since the production of Chopra’s serial, the landscape of 

televised visual media in India had changed significantly, and the comments below 

demonstrate that many were aware that in the production of an epic like the Mahabharata 

in a newer, more “modernized” television arena, a complex negotiation between past and 

present, traditional and modern was taking place.   

Ravi Chopra, director of his father’s earlier Mahabharat serial, was quoted as 

saying that “our epics are a reflection of our value system. An epic like Mahabharat has 

lots of avenues to be explored even if it is repeatedly made.”77  Nitish Bharadwaj, who 

had played Krishna in Chopra’s Mahabharat, was quoted as saying “there will be and has 

[sic] been many versions of Ramayana and Mahabharata, but only the best will win 

hearts and minds.”78  Rupa Ganguli, Draupadi in Chopra’s epic, offered that “the 

producers [of KHMK] are trying to do something completely different, but comparison 

                                                 
77 “Of Epic Proportions.”  The Times of India.  3 February 2008.  Interestingly, in another interview with 
NewsX in April of 2008, Chopra, in a seeming double-take on earlier comments about Ramayan, claimed 
that “classic” serials such as earlier Mahabharat were impossible to remake properly, and that any attempt 
to do so was the effort of a “mentally bankrupt person.”  See “Classics Cannot Be Remade.” NewsX 
Online.  13 April 2008.   
78 Ibid.   
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will be inevitable.  I guess performers should take enormous care when performing.”79  

Puneet Issar, Duryodhan in Chopra’s epic, had this to say: “There are no copyright issues, 

you can make a soap based on any epic anytime you feel like it.  I think people are 

interested in watching these shows.”80  The NDTV Imagine website for the new Ramayan 

reads, “Ramayan is a tale for every generation. It is multi-layered, multi-faceted, multi-

dimensional... and this brand new daily version of the timeless classic has been 

interpreted to cater to the taste of a shining, modern India.”81  Shailaja Kejriwal, creative 

head of NDTV Imagine, was quoted as saying that “[w]e have made Ramayana for a 

generation that just knows the story in bits and pieces. Given that 50 per cent of India’s 

population is young, it will be refreshing for this generation to watch and imbibe good 

value systems.”82   

Not all were not in favor of recreating the epics yet again.  Mukesh Khanna 

(Bhishma Pitamah in Chopra’s serial) expressed much trepidation about Kapoor’s 

version, saying that “[t]hese types of epics can be created only once…[in Chopra’s 

version] it was once and for all.”83  Elsewhere, he noted, “I had reservations before this 

show started.  The memories of the old epics are still fresh, epics shouldn’t be 

recreated.”84  In the public mudslinging that followed, Khanna was noted as criticizing 

KHMK as “inauthentic” and riddled with inaccuracies, as well as a transparent attempt to 

                                                 
79 “Of Pre-TRP and Neo-Liberal Action of Ramayan and Mahabharat.”  Televisionpoint.com.  4 August 
2008.     
80 Ibid.   
81 NDTV Ramayan homepage.     
82 “Of Epic Proportions.”  The Times of India. (cited above).   
83 “I Refused to Play Shantanu in Ekta Kapoor’s ‘Mahabharat’: Mukesh Khanna.”  Yahoo Movies India 
Online.  21 July 2008. 
   
84 “Of Pre-TRP and Neo-Liberal Action of Ramayan and Mahabharat.”  (cited above). 
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capitalize on the success of the Doordarshan serial.  On the eve of the show’s release, 

Khanna even took to the television, giving an interview to Aaj Tak in which he slammed 

the series’ first episode as lacking appropriate costumes or dialogues.85  Kapoor, for her 

part, was quoted as saying that her version of the Mahabharata had “freed the 

mythological from its clichés,” insinuating that other, competing televised remakes that 

sought to copy earlier methods of presentation were akin to visual plagiarism.86  In an 

interview printed in The Hindu newspaper in September of 2008, Kapoor gave this 

response in regards to audience accusations that her version of the show was 

“inauthentic”: 

I took up the project as a matter of both faith and fiction. With my research team, I studied various 
versions of ‘Mahabharat’ in different languages…I felt there is no point in repeating what has 
already been shown. I wanted to bring out the epic for a new generation from the perspective of 
different characters without fiddling with the basic storyline.87 
 
 
All these comments demonstrate that the issue of remaking the epics once again 

was at the very least something that many did not take so lightly, and any radical 

modifications to existing formats such as with what KHMK was promising to do had the 

effect of generating a fair amount of speculation about the nature of these programs 

themselves.  As we shall see, while there was a substantial amount of aesthetic re-

imagining in Kapoor’s Mahabharat, the show generally adhered to the conventions of the 

mythological soap opera, with a few unique (and ultimately unpopular) innovations.  

Most importantly, the serial was squarely aimed at a certain television demographic and 

promised a specific type of entertainment infused with a religious/mythological 

                                                 
85 Aired July 7th, 2008.      
86 “Ekta’s Krishna is Born.” (cited above).   
87 “Kall Her Telly Kween!” (cited above).  
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dimension (a formula that Chopra and Sagar had helped define two decades before), all 

the while trying to “update” the formula for a new generation of viewers.  While the 

show admitted to attempting to cater to a newer, and perhaps more urbane, television 

demographic, the old divide between urban and rural, sanctity and sacrilege was an 

undercurrent that KHMK had to navigate, recapitulating an important cultural production 

for a large, heterogeneous audience already familiar with Balaji’s usual line of 

programming, but unaccustomed to having the production house reconfigure their 

cherished cultural institutions through the lens of K-Serial modernity.  Thus Kapoor, 

trying to plot a course between India’s “fifth Veda” and the saas bahu, was quoted as 

saying about KHMK, “[t]here is a line which I won’t cross. India is still largely a ‘single 

television per home’ country and the series is [made] for a family audience.”88  Next, 

Chapter Three will move on to examine the internal structure of KHMK, in order to 

better understand how this program reinterpreted the Mahabharata in an otherwise 

successful format, only to have it fail miserably. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
88 “Kall Her Telly Kween!” (cited above). 
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Chapter 3:  Retranslating the Visual Text: The Structure of KHMK 

 

-- I think Ekta Kapoor has not watched B.R. Chopra’s Mahabharat. Else she would not have dared 
to make such a ridiculous work.89 
 
-- Please ban this serial…it is a mockery of our history.90 
 
-- In one line, by looking at the first two episodes, Kahani Hamare Mahabharat Ki is a big 
disaster and [if] the same quality continues, I don't think Ekta will be able to recover the 
investment she has done…[no] matter how much numerology she applies.91 

 
-- It’s all about getting the effect right; then there is reverence and veneration.92 
 

 

In her study on prime time Indian soap operas, Shoma Munshi isolates nine 

dominant characteristics of Indian soaps that are taken more or less from the larger genre 

of “soap opera” seen on many television networks worldwide.  These are: open-ended 

narratives told in episodic form; multiple characters, plots and sub-plots; a unique usage 

of time; emphasis on dialogue and attempts at resolution; mixing of genres of melodrama, 

myth, realism, and entertainment; Hook, Recap, and Precap; Male characters that move 

the narrative forward; Women as the central protagonists; and the family home as the 

central setting.93  Her study, which focuses on Balaji K-serials specifically, gives us a 

thorough and concise account of how the bulk of Indian soap-operas work structurally 

                                                 
89 Posted to Youtube by iaarl.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ya6xa3Bp7Ro&feature=PlayList&p=4B56A02813274E8C&playnext_f
rom=PL&index=0&playnext=1 (accessed 20 April 2010).   
90 Posted to Youtube by pjaiman.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dR3Vi7EiTQ&feature=PlayList&p=4B56A02813274E8C&playnext_f
rom=PL&index=7&playnext=8 (accessed 20 February, 2010).   
91 Posted by Spectator.  http://spectatorspeaks.blogspot.com/2008/07/kahani-hamare-mahabharat-ki-
review.html (accessed 30 October, 2009).   
92   Anonymous informant, interviewed by Reed Burnam, August 2009, Jaipur, Rajasthan. 
93 pp. 19-22.   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ya6xa3Bp7Ro&feature=PlayList&p=4B56A02813274E8C&playnext_from=PL&index=0&playnext=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ya6xa3Bp7Ro&feature=PlayList&p=4B56A02813274E8C&playnext_from=PL&index=0&playnext=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dR3Vi7EiTQ&feature=PlayList&p=4B56A02813274E8C&playnext_from=PL&index=7&playnext=8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9dR3Vi7EiTQ&feature=PlayList&p=4B56A02813274E8C&playnext_from=PL&index=7&playnext=8
http://spectatorspeaks.blogspot.com/2008/07/kahani-hamare-mahabharat-ki-review.html
http://spectatorspeaks.blogspot.com/2008/07/kahani-hamare-mahabharat-ki-review.html
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and generically, and importantly, the larger generic forms that also help to structure 

KHMK, being produced as it was by Balaji Telefilms and modeled heavily on the K-

serial aesthetic.  Using Munshi’s categories as a rough guide, this chapter will isolate four 

major areas by which we can begin to understand how KHMK works structurally.  In 

looking to these four areas, we can get a fuller picture of how the show worked and 

looked overall.   These four areas, rather than analyzing every minute aspect of the show 

itself, rather focus on what are some of the more vital, memorable, and visible elements 

of KHMK.   

One, the program uses a linear, forward progression of the storyline to present the 

narrative, though as we shall see it breaks this progression in one key instance.  In terms 

of moving the storyline forward, there are little in the way of surprises or deviances from 

Chopra’s earlier version of the narrative, save a few key differences, such as with the 

narration of the series.  Two, the program liberally employs the particular saas-bahu 

brand of melodrama to add emotional appeal to the storyline.  This is present in most 

aspects of the program, significantly in the character interactions, the camera’s lens, 

sound effects and lighting, and other devices.  KHMK utilizes melodrama in several key 

ways intended to draw the audience in and help them to essentially “re-connect” with 

characters and stories that they already know well.  Three, the show attempts to 

reproduce the “devotional viewing” of other mythological programming by including 

repeated appeals to a Hindu audience base.  This devotional aesthetic is, like other 

programs of the same nature, heavily influenced by Hindu calendar art as well as 

religious practices such as darshan, and presupposes a certain type of audience 
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interaction with the program.  Four, KHMK took some key liberties with the overall 

style, look, and “feel” of previous mythologicals.  Costumes, characterizations, and an 

overall “modern” look were among the most noticeable differences from other serials of 

the same genre, and were indeed deliberately engineered into the show.  Consequently, 

these areas were the source of some of the heaviest criticisms of the program as well.  

This section will look at these four main points within KHMK, in an attempt to create a 

structural diagram of what the show’s main defining features were and how they relate to 

other programs of the same nature.   

The analysis below uses a rough set of narrative strategies to map out the way 

KHMK “works,” and it owes much to other theorists who have offered their own 

structural diagrams of earlier mythological serials.  Before mapping out the structure of 

KHMK, space is given here to discussing these strategies and earlier work on similar 

serials.  In spite of the many similarities to earlier tropes, Lutgendorf’s (1995) assertion 

that these types of televised texts constitute “authoritative retellings” is still applicable to 

KHMK.  Kapoor and her team did create yet another unique retelling of the televised 

“text” that needs to be evaluated on its own terms as well as in light of larger aesthetic 

and narrative tropes, despite the fact that the storyline was concluded before its 

completion.  At play is the distinctive authorship of Kapoor and her team at Balaji that 

created, wrote, and directed the program, and essentially delivered into the televised 

landscape yet another version of the epic.  Yet, as we shall see, it was precisely this 

distinctive authorship and move away from Chopra’s version that raised much of the ire 

against the show.   
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In terms of internal structure, Balaji’s rendition of the Mahabharata was not 

radically different from Chopra’s earlier version, as well as those that have been 

broadcast since the success of the earlier serials.  Earlier studies such as Mitra (1993), 

Gillespie (1995), Mankekar (1999), and Rajagopal (2001) have done much to outline the 

way in which the earlier programs were able to blend together various narrative devices 

that allowed them to convert the epics into serialized format.  Mitra identifies Chopra’s 

Mahabharat as incorporating elements from socially and religiously based programming 

that had appeared previously on Doordarshan, employing both social and religious 

signifiers in its presentation of the epic.94  Mitra’s approach to the narrative progression 

of the Mahabharat serial is primarily structural, and he identifies certain categorical sets 

that correspond with different dimensions of the show’s production.  Thus he 

systematically dissects the show’s use of serialization, its casting and use of actors, its 

intro piece or “signature section”, its sets, costumes, and props, the use of sound effects 

and narration, and finally the story itself.95  His analysis is congruent with more recent 

theoretical work which outlines the parameters of a narrative study of such programs.96  

Mitra’s study gives a working picture of how the serialized epic Mahabharat works 

structurally, and as such is quite useful as a conceptual tool-set for looking into similar 

motifs in KHMK and the work that they perform for the serial.  As Mitra’s analysis 

shows when looked to in reference to Munshi’s recent work, the way that Chopra’s 

earlier serial was composed is not so far-off from KHMK, yet there are some key 

differences.  However, in looking at these minor differences in light of the similarities 

                                                 
94 p. 93.   
95 See pp. 90-116.   
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between the two serials, Balaji’s claims that they were offering something “new” to 

audiences are somewhat diminished.  In reality, KHMK is an oftentimes strained 

combination of mythological and saas-bahu.  

 

NARRATION AND NARRATIVE PROGRESSION 
KHMK ran four nights a week, in the prime time slot from 9 to 9:30 PM.  The 

episode slots were a half-hour in length, with roughly six to nine minutes of advertising 

time on average per episode, resulting in around twenty-one to twenty-four minutes of 

content.97  As noted earlier, the series was intended to run for around three years, yet only 

made it through seventy-one episodes (just over four months’ time) before being 

cancelled.  Like Chopra’s earlier Mahabharat, KHMK developed according to a “realist-

historical” presentation of the epic’s storyline, and as such moved forward on a linear 

progression from the story’s generally held opening point onwards with one important 

exception.98  One of Kapoor’s personal innovations to this linear presentation formula 

was to inaugurate her epic with the scene of Draupadi’s disrobing rather than open the 

story “at the beginning.”  This, she claimed, was motivated by her desire to portray the 

narrative in a way that brought more attention to the plight and suffering of the well-

known women of the story.     

The decision to open with the vastraharan scene was significant for Balaji’s epic, 

and in the words of some critics, a marketing stunt which was depicted as “tampering 

                                                                                                                                                 
96 Allen (1995) and Allrath, Gymnich and Surkamp (2005). 
97 This is an estimation based on watching the series in its truncated entirety, rather than on any official 
data from Balaji Telefilms.   
98 Rajagopal (2001), p. 94.  
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with the structure of the epic” itself.99  The scene in the Assembly Hall, located in the 

second of the Mahabharata’s eighteen books, is a pivotal scene in which Yudhishthir, in 

his obsession with gambling and inability to back down from a challenge, is steered into 

losing all of his kingdom, wealth, and family in a rigged dicing match against the 

Kauravs.  Kapoor’s epic takes special liberty with this scene, opening the action of the 

entire series with the throw of the dice that loses Draupadi, the last of the Pandavs’ 

“possessions” left to wager after having lost everything else.  Despite the initial episode’s 

deviation from the standard format, the remainder of KHMK’s portrayal of the storyline 

(after the initial break from the generally accepted opening point of the text) proceeded 

according to how the story usually unfolds in countless print versions of the text, from the 

“official” Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute’s Sanskrit critical edition to C. 

Rajagopalachari’s much reprinted truncated version, much in the same way the earlier 

series did.100  

In the construction of the earlier televised version, Chopra’s epic notes in the 

introductory credits its reliance upon the Sanskrit critical edition for narrative inspiration.   

Still, with the actual bulk of the Mahabharata constituting a rather messy collection of 

diverse major textual recensions (the Bhandarkar critical edition recognizes two major 

                                                 
99 “I Used Cheerharan to Grab Attention.”  Hindustan Times.  23 July, 2008.   
100 It is worth noting here that the very idea of an “orderly” narrative progression of the Mahabharata is 
not without its own problematic implications, and the source text is usually included amongst the very 
longest works of literature ever produced in any world language.  As noted by Alf Hiltebeitel (2001), some 
scholars have even referred to the text as a type of “literary unthing” or “monstrous chaos” (p. 1).  Differing 
notions of the history and intermingling of divergent oral and textual traditions have led to a large level of 
scholarly engagement with the issue of whether or not there even exists a single, unified version of the 
“text” as such.  Moving away from these debates and into the realm of television, the successful earlier 
version of the narrative self-consciously undertook the serialization of the program as a linear process, 
recapitulating the epic as both textually and historically linear. 
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recensions and multiple regional textual strains),101 Chopra’s team was faced with a 

dilemma in finding a way to hinge together such a large and unruly text.102  What they 

came up with was a novel way of encapsulating the unwieldy bulk of the text into the 

serialized television format, employing narration as the key to unifying the content of the 

televised “text.”  Mahabharat begins with the recurrent narrator Samay 

(Time/Death/God, voiced by Harish Bhimani) situating the story within a generally 

textual/historical framework, stating that: 

This story didn’t begin the day that Lord Krishna presented the Gita to Arjun, neither on the day 
that Draupadi mocked Duryodhan.  Rather, it began on the day that King Bharat returned to his 
capital after his victories.  This story started in his court.103 
 

Thus rather than focus primarily on the most popular scenes from the story, the audience 

is invited to start at the beginning and move forward from there, in accordance with the 

flow of “historical” time in the epic.   

Through the ensuing ninety-three episodes, the narrative then progresses forward 

in a paced, metered (if not lethargic) manner, providing necessary back-story as well as 

occasional didacticism and exegetical commentary through the anthropomorphized yet 

visually non-rendered Samay.  As dictated by the narrator, the story first focuses on King 

Bharat, son of Dushyanta and Shakuntala, and the “democratic processes” that colored 

                                                 
101 See Dunham (1991) for a full discussion of the make-up of the critical edition. 
102 One notable feature of the creation of this visual/textual metanarrative by both Chopra and Sagar was 
their appropriation of sometimes wildly divergent narrative traditions through visual cues that allowed 
viewers to believe that varied traditions were all taken into account.  A method used by Chopra’s series is 
visible in the intro sequence; as the title music begins, the Sanskrit word Mahabharat is shown repeatedly n 
different Indian languages and scripts, from Hindi and Urdu to English.  For a discussion of Sagar’s appeal 
to the Ramayana’s diverse textual tradition, see Mankekar (1999) pp. 170-180.  Also see Rajagopal (2001) 
pp. 99-117. 
103 Episode one of Chopra’s Mahabharat, opening credits (translated from Hindi).   
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the first years of the Bharata dynasty.104  The narrative then moves forward to the story of 

Shantanu meeting Ganga, continuing through many episodes from the text in a metered 

progression throughout the entire series.  As each character is introduced and each new 

plot development depicted, Samay remains the constant narrator, helping the story along 

and interjecting where necessary.  Narration thus became an important tool for moving 

the series forward, tying it together, and imbuing it with the further element of devotional 

gloss; Samay is after all the voice of God, who reminds us that “no one else can narrate 

this story, since I alone saw it happening…I am Arjun, and I am Duryodhan.”105  

Chopra’s employ of Samay was an important and memorable aspect of his series, and the 

constant narrator was able to tie the story together and add explanation and commentary 

when necessary.  What is important most of all is that the earlier series seems to have set 

a precedent that KHMK also attempted to follow, with some initial variations.  This is 

apparent in the way that Balaji’s epic both sought to reference and break with the earlier 

format. 

 As mentioned previously, KHMK self-consciously challenged the trope of 

“starting at the beginning” of the text/epic by focusing intently upon the vastraharan 

scene in the very first episode.  Thus any immediate grounding in a linear story 

progression in the first moments of the opening episode was complicated by Kapoor’s 

move to alter the structure of the story itself.  Without any background information and 

only miniscule narrative development given in its opening minutes, the first episode aired 

on July 7th begins at the precise moment that the Pandavs lose Draupadi to the Kauravs, 

                                                 
104 Episode one of Chopra’s Mahabharat, opening credits (translated from Hindi). 
105 Ibid.  
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seen by Kapoor and her team as the decisive moment of the entire storyline and 

highlighted as such.  The remainder of episode one focuses entirely upon this scene, 

moving finally in the closing minutes to reveal the serial’s choice of actual narrator, 

Vyas.  At this point, KHMK also starts at the beginning, and the series begins in earnest.  

Despite this initial break in the linear structuring, however, KHMK’s first episode did 

find some manner of congruence with the earlier version.   

KHMK does attempt to set the story squarely into the linear progression of 

historical time, much as Chopra’s earlier program had done.  Just after a roughly minute-

long scene showing various deities and temples, a message in Devanagari script flashes 

across the screen, reading “Hastinapur: 3,000 BC.  5,000 Sal Pahele.” (5,000 Years Ago).  

Then, just as in Chopra’s serial, a voiceover sounding quite close to Harish Bhimani’s 

earlier portrayal of Samay rings out, as the camera’s eye slowly meanders through what 

appears to be outer space.106  Passing planets and galaxies, the narrator says that: 

The tradition of Mahabharat has already been created long ago, but in this story, the biggest fight 
came at the end of the Dwapur Yug.107  At that time, Yudhishthir, the king of Indraprasth, came 
to Hastinapur with his brothers at the behest of Duryodhan, and while gambling that night, he lost 
everything and Duryodhan became king…no one knew that the gambling match would lead to a 
war among the entire lineage of Bharat.108 
 

As the narrator speaks, the camera continues its progress towards earth, coming finally 

into our solar system, into the earth’s atmosphere, zooming in upon South Asia, then 

                                                 
106 The voiceover piece may well be Bhimani’s voice, as it sounds strikingly similar to the earlier narration 
in Chopra’s serial.  However, there is no mention of his name in the show’s credits (there is no specific 
listing of narrator’s credits, either), and a few fairly lengthy and frustrating internet searches turned up no 
mention of his involvement in the show.   
107 The third age of the world, or period of time, preceding the fourth and most morally degraded age, the 
Kali Yug.  According to some textual and astrological sources, the Kali Yug is thought to have begun in 
February of the year 3,102 BC, roughly corresponding to Kapoor’s estimation of the start of her epic in the 
year 3,000 BC.  However, it should be added that an occasional audience criticism of the program was that 
CE period dating was used at all, given that Hindu astrology has its own dating system. 
108 KHMK Episode One.  7 July, 2008.  My translation from the Hindi.   
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North India, until we come upon the palace at Hastinapur and finally right up to a close 

shot of Shakuni’s hands as he rolls the dice for the final time.  At this point, the show has 

been visually anchored in a larger framework of geographical space and historical time.  

The action begins, as the audience has been invited to locate the story both 

geographically and historically.  By inaugurating her series with a short sequence of 

narration nearly identical to Chopra’s earlier use of Samay as narrator (Samay’s narration 

most often took place in outer space, and Bhimani’s voice is quite distinct), Kapoor’s 

epic openly acknowledges the earlier serial’s influence upon her own.  Notably, the same 

voice is used again in episodes two and five, yet after episode two, the main voice of 

narration is that of Vyas. 

At the end of episode one, and in the opening minutes of episode two, the 

audience is informed that it will be Vyas who is narrating this epic, an obvious choice 

since the idea of the Mahabharata story as framed by Vyas’s narration of the text to 

Ganesh is already a well-known facet of the tale overall.109  Following the general arc of 

the text, at the beginning of episode two, Vyas (played by Makrand Deshpande) is 

meditating in a barren, desolate place.  He has the whole of the story composed in his 

head, and is tormented by internal thoughts of Draupadi’s lament and the coming war.  

He meditates on Brahma, who appears before him, and tells him to sit easily and wait for 

the scribe who will take his dictation.  A chant of “Om” is heard, and we see Ganesh, 

riding on a large computer-generated rat.  He hears the call, and starts out across the 

universe, coming finally to Earth (visually much like the earlier descent to Hastinapur).  

                                                 
109 Kapoor’s retelling, however, does not touch on the outer frame of Vaishampayana’s recitation to 
Janamejaya, another major narrative feature of the Sanskrit text. 
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He and Vyas set their conditions, and the scene switches from the barren wasteland to a 

secluded cave, presumably high in the Himalayas, and we see Ganesh’s hand writing 

“pratham adhyaya (first chapter)” on a scroll.  Thus the frame story is visually set, and 

the series can begin to move forward through epic historical time.   

The cave in which Vyas and Ganesh sit scribing the story is a device that KHMK 

returns to frequently in the series, yet it is not employed in every episode such as with 

Samay’s narration in Chopra’s epic.  At numerous points in the series, several episodes 

will go by without the audience actually seeing Vyas and Ganesh.  Still, their presence in 

the cave just off screen is included by way of the program’s structure.  Each of the 

seventy-one episodes has a brief “recap” sequence just after the introductory credits that 

uses Vyas’s voice to narrate the events of the previous episode and cue viewers in to 

where they are in the narrative.110  Anyone familiar with the story will know that it is 

through Vyas’s dictation that the action taking place, therefore giving Vyas a permanent 

place just beyond the borders of what is being seen every week.111    Kapoor’s choice of 

narrator is apt; in the Mahabharata Vyas is essentially outside the lines of the text, in 

many cases a disembodied, non-anthropomorphized voice that helps propel the narrative 

forward; at other times, he steps into the story as a character while still retaining the 

position of narrator.  Thus in episode ten, as Vyas reaches the point in the story where he 

himself appears to impregnate Ambika and Ambalika, Ganesh pauses in his scribing and 

looks at Vyas with a puzzled look.  Vyas explains to him that it was he who started this 

                                                 
110 The recap sequence, though slightly different in Chopra’s serial, has elsewhere been discussed as 
important in addressing and including the viewers in the ongoing recapitulation of the storyline.  See Mitra 
(1993) pp. 104-107.   
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story in the first place, saying over and over “mai tha, mai tha (it was me, it was me)” as 

dramatic music blares.  In KHMK Vyas occupies the position of a unique kind of 

embedded heterodiegetic narrator, both inside and outside the story simultaneously; 

essentially it is a story of his offspring.112     

The narrator thus in place, KHMK then proceeds from the second episode 

onwards forward through the story.  In its truncated entirety, the show covered many 

narrative events from the first book of the Mahabharata (the inaugural episode was taken 

from the second), as well as from the Harivamsha and the tenth book of the Bhagavata 

Purana.  Much as in the earlier Mahabharat, events in Hastinapur are shown in tandem 

with events in Braj, which acts as a secondary narrative.  Much as in Chopra’s earlier 

serial, the large amount of focus on Krishna’s earlier life weaves scenes from the 

Bhagavata Purana and Harivamsha texts into the main narrative early on, and serves to 

bring an elevated Vaishnava focus to the story at large.  I suggest that the thematic 

content of KHMK can roughly be divided into three sections: the “early” section dealing 

with the dynastic succession of Hastinapur, introduction of major characters such as 

Bhishma, and the birth of the Pandavs and Kauravs (episodes 1-25), the “mid-section” 

introducing the young princes and outlining their growing resentment of one another, 

                                                                                                                                                 
111 Of course, as anyone familiar with the story will attest, Vyas is no mere narrator, and he is intimately 
involved in the plot (called upon by his mother Satyavati to save the Bharata lineage after Vichitraveerya’s 
death, he is the father of both Pandu and Dhritarashtra). 
112 Allrath and Gymnich (2005), using Genette’s term.  See pp. 13-18.  It is worth noting that Vyas’s 
position as narrator in KHMK was not without comment, though the bulk of the criticism elicited was 
directed towards the way in which the epic was depicted as actually being narrated.  Traditionally, Vyas’s 
recitation is delivered in a poetic meter known as a shloka, a classical form of Sanskrit couplet deriving 
from the earlier Vedic anushthub meter and closely related to the epics.  The Sanskrit versions of both the 
Ramayana and the Mahabharata are written predominantly in this meter, considered especially conducive 
to the epics in general.  Given the form’s proximity to the Mahabharata text, Kapoor’s decision to have 
Vyas narrate the epic to Ganesh in an often rambling Hindi prose was viewed by some as problematic, a 
direct side-effect of his embodied position as narrator and of Kapoor’s team’s inattention to detail. 
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setting of the stage for the war between them (episodes 25-53), and the final “mature” 

section placing the main characters into the narrative as adults (episodes 54-71).  These 

sections are of course incomplete because the series itself is incomplete, but by the time 

of its cancellation we can see themes in play that were pivotal to the way the series 

moved forward.   

The “early” section deals with critical events in the early part of the epic, and ties 

up some of the back-story before the main protagonists are introduced into the show as 

children.  The pace is fairly rapid (just twenty-five episodes), considering the amount of 

time the series was to go on if allowed to finish its run.  Beginning in episode two, we see 

King Shantanu hunting, and encountering Ganga near the river (played by Sakshi Tanwar 

of Kahani Ghar Ghar Ki fame).  By the end of the episode, she has already drowned her 

first six sons, and Shantanu has stopped her from drowning the seventh.  By episode 

fourteen the Kauravs and Pandavs are being born, and in episode fifteen we are first 

introduced to the secondary plotline of Krishna’s birth and Kans’s imprisonment of his 

parents.  The bulk of these episodes work to introduce major characters into the narrative 

and set the precedent of the back-story.  The “mid-section” is situated primarily on two 

main plot tangents: the corruption of Duryodhan and the Kauravs by Shakuni in 

Hastinapur, and the exploits of young Krishna and Balram in Braj.  These plot lines deal 

with major textual incidents (such as Duryodhan’s attempted drowning of Bheem, and 

Krishna lifting Mt. Govardhan), as well as a large amount of saas-bahu-like focus upon 

intimate and melodramatic family moments (see next section).  By episode thirty-eight, 

Suyodhan completes his transformation into the twisted and corrupted Duryodhan, and 

the “mid-section” reaches a type of crescendo with episodes fifty-one through fifty-three, 
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when Krishna succeeds along with Balram in infiltrating Kans’s palace and killing him.  

It is not until episode fifty-four that we finally see the Pandavs and Kauravs as adults 

(merely seventeen episodes before the show’s early cancellation), thus beginning the 

“mature” phase of KHMK’s narrative.  It was not until these episodes that many of the 

main characters used extensively to advertise the program since early 2008, such as 

Harshad Chopra (Arjun), Chetan Hansraj (Bheem), and Aryan Vaid (Duryodhan) are 

actually introduced, save in the first episode.  Once the adult characters are brought into 

the narrative, the main focus is on the continuing animosity between them, and the 

introduction of more major characters such as Karna and Ashwattama.  The series ends 

prematurely, at episode seventy-one, with the continued fighting of the cousins and the 

announcement that Krishna and Balram are coming to Hastinapur. 

This section has attempted to outline the way in which the series was organized as 

a whole, how it was narrated in order to generate cohesiveness, and how it can be broadly 

outlined into three sections in terms of thematic content.  As the series was ended early, it 

is difficult to speculate exactly how the narrative would have continued to progress 

should it have remained on the air, but the seventy-one episodes aired (nearly as many as 

Chopra’s version of the program in total) offer us a fairly accurate depiction of how 

Kapoor’s series functioned as a narrative.  We can conclude by looking at the way in 

which events and characters were introduced that the narrative structure, overall, was 

reminiscent of Chopra’s earlier serial, but had its own internal logic that defined it as a 

series.  It was similar in its “realist-historical” display of events, yet KHMK had some 

important innovations, such as the decision to open with the vastraharan scene.  The next 
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section will look at the way in which the program’s content was imbued with melodrama 

and an over-riding directorial focus upon internecine disputes of the family in Hastinapur. 

 

THE EMPLOYMENT OF MELODRAMA 
Another narrative feature of KHMK is its pronounced use of melodrama to color 

the development of the story.  The use of melodrama is ubiquitous in many forms of 

South Asian narrative, from the theater to films and television programs.  KHMK 

foregrounds melodrama in a variety of ways that structure the way the series looks and 

works; most visibly through its usage of highly dramatic music, lighting, inventive 

camera work such as frequent resort to slow or fast motion cameras, flashes of lightning 

and in its frequent use of family conflict to highlight especially poignant moments.  

Melodrama in television soap-operas is a widely used narrative device that relies “on a 

surplus of emotional display for its effect.”113  Rajagopal identifies two specific genres 

overlapping within the structure of the earlier serials of Chopra and Sagar, those of 

melodrama and mythology.  Melodrama exists at “the heart of the soap opera form” and 

works to “infuse excitement into the narrative depiction of daily life.”114  This type of 

narrative device is visible in soap operas the world over, from Dallas to Kyunki, and 

serves to “clearly delineate tropes of good and evil, of heroes and villains, and effects 

decisive closure to its narrative.”115  Overall, it is a key factor in how audiences interact 

emotionally with the on-screen scenarios, leading in some cases to soap operas being 

                                                 
113 Rajagopal (2001) p. 97.  
114 pp. 96-97. 
115 p. 97.   
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designated as a “low” form of popular culture explicitly designed for viewing by 

primarily female audiences.116   

Mythology, on the other hand, is primarily concerned with things “other-

worldly,” and is traceable as a developing genre in the Indian visual arts through early 

mythological films, god paintings and posters, and the theater.117  The genre has clear 

echoes in the new generation of Indian serials.  As Munshi demonstrates in her study, 

modern K-serials have many links to the Ramayana and Mahabharata stories, which she 

denotes as some of the foundational traditions of the Indian sense of drama.118  She notes 

that in K-serials in general, epic content usually forms a secondary subtext, except when 

it takes the form of battles between “good” and “evil” played out among the major 

characters.  She quotes an example from Kahani Ghar Ghar Ki, when in November 2007, 

while taking advice from her mentor Narayan Devi, Parvati assumes the symbolic role of 

Arjun.  As Munshi describes, over the span of a few episodes, epic content takes center 

stage, as constant references are made to the battle at Kurukshetra and the Bhagavadgita, 

and images of Krishna and Arjun are even superimposed at points.119   The “secondary 

subtext” is achieved by other tropes, such as references to epic literature, a heavy focus 

on family issues, and a sense of the “sacrificial” aspect of Indian epic literature that is 

then employed to dramatize the outlining of social norms and mores in soap operas.120   

In serials dealing directly with the epic narratives, then, the primary focus is on epic and 

mythological content, which is portrayed by way of genre conventions such as 

                                                 
116 See Allen (1995), pp. 1-26.   
117 Ibid. 
118 p. 9-10.   
119 p. 11.   
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melodrama.  Thus, the Ramayan and Mahabharat serials, as essentially the first 

television undertakings to extensively handle the subjects, set a precedent for those 

following them by heavily utilizing both of these varying genres within the scope of a 

single narrative.  This is a precedent still employed heavily by televised serial 

mythologicals at present.   

Raghavan’s 2008 study of Kyunki does much to outline the way in which that 

serial utilizes melodrama in its narrative; in many cases the tropes she examines in 

Kyunki are similar or identical to those in KHMK.  She notes that the series on the whole 

is prone to grandiose dialogue delivery with an occasionally moralizing tone, extreme 

polarization between good and evil characters, and the usage of various charged musical 

scores to effect mood.121  Specifically and importantly, the formula in KHMK’s use of 

melodrama was lifted directly from the well-worn saas-bahu formula.  One particularly 

unique facet of both shows is the use of excessive lighting, sound, and camera effects in a 

way that directly heightens the melodramatic aspects of the acting and dialogue delivery.  

This, I would argue, is one of the most immediately noticeable and memorable aesthetic 

aspects of KHMK (and of other recent mythological serials), and is intimately 

intertwined with its creation of melodramatic effect.  As other theorists have pointed out, 

this is in fact a well worn trope of many current Indian soaps of the past decade or so.122  

In most if not all of the scenes in KHMK that represent important junctures in the story, 

several devices are used that are meant to heighten the emotional impact of the scene.   

                                                                                                                                                 
120 pp. 11-14.   
121 pp. 81-84. 
122 See Munshi (2010), pp. 6-9.   
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One such device is the way in which the camera itself becomes intimately 

involved in the production of melodramatic mood, in what Munshi has noted as the 

“swish pan shot.”123  During this maneuver, particularly dramatic moments in the 

storyline will be punctuated by rapid camera pans, close-ups on actor’s faces, movements 

into and out of slow-motion, and often times simultaneous escalations in soundtrack 

volume levels.  KHMK uses this device once per episode at the very least, and often 

multiple times for dramatic effect.  One example among many is in episode six, as 

Bhishma is shown as taking his lifelong oath of celibacy to win his father Shantanu the 

hand of Satyavati, a decisive moment in the storyline.124  The scene plays out in KHMK 

like this.  As Bhishma enters the village without the knowledge of his father, the villagers 

scatter in fear and the music is dramatic and pronounced.  Satyavati’s father dictates the 

terms of his daughter’s marriage to Shantanu: that he will only allow her to be married if 

it is assured that her offspring will become heirs to the throne, thus stripping Devavrata of 

his status as crown prince.  The moment represents a crucial moment in the plot, as it 

indirectly leads to the dispute over the throne of Hastinapur, which leads in turn to the 

devastating war at Kurukshetra.  As the condition is uttered, the camera flashes into a 

slow-motion pan of the characters as the weight of the request sinks in.  Accompanied by 

a thunderous drum and crashing thunder as each character’s face is slowly panned over, 

the slow-motion camera invites the audience to consider the weight of the moment, as 

time literally slows to a crawl.  The shot flashes back and forth between Devavrata’s stern 

demeanor, Satyavati’s surprised look and her father’s overt expression of fear.  Each time 

                                                 
123 Munshi takes the term from director Rajan Shahi.  See p. 98. 
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the camera switches views, lightning flashes and thunder crashes loudly.  Finally, a full 

thirty seconds after Satyavati’s father’s request, the scene slowly dissolves into a 

different sequence, yet returns just under a minute later to repeat nearly the exact same 

aforementioned slow-motion succession for another thirty seconds.  Thus, in around 

twenty-four minutes of overall programming time for the episode, well over a full minute 

is devoted to slow-motion shots of the exact same scene.  This is a technique repeated 

again and again in many of KHMK’s individual episodes, and one that adds considerably 

to the melodramatic effect.   

Additionally, many of the instances of slow-motion camera work are interspersed 

with other types of visual and audio effects, such as fast-motion cameras, flashes of 

lightning, slow-motion shots of clouds or raging rivers, beating drums, rhythmic dramatic 

music, or reverberation added to the characters’ voices.  Often, many of these techniques 

are deployed at once during scenes of high drama, creating a slightly disorienting 

panorama of movement and sound on the screen.  Returning again to the scene of 

Bhishma’s vow, we can see all of these effects in play at once.  In alternately fast- and 

slow-motion camera shots, Bhishma decides to make his vow and throws his sword 

towards the heavens.  As it flies towards the sky, lightning and thunder roll over the 

crowd of onlookers, the wind howls, the clouds blow by, and horns blare as a pulsing, 

rhythmic background music plays.  Lightning flashes ominously, and we see shots of the 

gods themselves taking note of the scene.  The sword, falling earthward, slices into the 

ground, and Bhishma begins making his oath, his every word reverberating with a heavy 

                                                                                                                                                 
124 This event marks why Devavrata was given the name Bhishma, originating from the Sanskrit bishan 
pratigya (lit. ‘terrible oath’ or ‘he who takes a terrible oath’). 
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echo effect put on the dialogue.  He calls upon Ganga, his mother, and the screen 

switches to computer-generated shots of a raging river violently escaping its banks.  He 

says solemnly, “Mai Gangaputra Bhishma huun, hum yeh pratigya lete hain” (“I am 

Bhishma, son of Ganga, and I take this vow”), as water flows from the ground into his 

outstretched hand.  Every word echoes heavily, as the music continues to escalate further 

until finally dropping into silence when the excitement has reached its climax.  Then, 

promising to live according to yogic virtues, Bhishma continues his vow, and the music 

rises to a mournful note.  The onlookers all begin to cry in light of the massive self-

sacrifice they have just witnessed.  The camera pans slowly over their faces one by one, 

with the nameless spectators in the crowd all visually expressing the awe and melancholy 

that the melodramatic on-screen devices are attempting to instill in the audience by way 

of various devices.  The entire scene lasts for nearly seven minutes. 

 

 

Figure 7: Bhishma’s vow (Note the gods 
assembled in the heavens).   

 

 

 

 

In addition to using sound, lighting, and camera techniques to imbue the narrative 

with melodrama, KHMK also employs a large focus upon family concerns that are meant 

to generate audience identification with the narrative events.  As Munshi notes in her 
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study, family is a central concern of the soap opera in general, and the Indian soap is no 

different.125  Citing Neale (1986), she offers that the pleasure of melodrama is the 

pleasure of being made to cry, and that this often involves family members who are also 

invested in the viewing experience.126  Most K-serials, being soap-operas of the highest 

order, center directly on family affairs and disputes predominantly.  Kyunki, Kahani and 

other K-serials are explicitly based upon the inner conflicts and issues facing family 

groups, much like earlier “social” films and many of the “pro-development” soap operas 

discussed above.  KHMK is no different, and the Mahabharata narrative, the story of two 

family groups struggling for power, is of course uniquely suited to this.  Thus, in many 

episodes the tensions between characters are brought into sharper focus by high 

melodrama centered on their familial relationships to one another.   

An example of this occurs in episodes thirty-five and thirty-eight.  Many of the 

episodes leading up to this point have dealt in part with Shakuni’s continuing attempts to 

turn the young Duryodhan against the Pandavs, but despite his best efforts the cousins 

remain friendly with one another.  In episode thirty-four Shakuni sends a flock of 

massive birds to attack Duryodhan, later blaming Duryodhan’s near-death experience on 

the unwillingness of the Pandavs to help protect him.  Later, in episode thirty-five, 

Duryodhan awakes screaming from a nightmare about the incident, and rather than his 

own mother Gandhari, it is Kunti who is able to comfort him.  She sings softly to him as 

he recovers from the fright.  The scene takes special care to label the picture especially 

touching, as Aunt and Nephew share a close familial moment that is rendered more 

                                                 
125 p. 7.   
126 p. 8.   
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poignant by the audience’s knowledge of how their relationship will eventually turn out.  

In episode thirty-eight, however, Duryodhan finally makes the full transition to his “evil” 

character, as Shakuni’s efforts have finally borne fruit.  In the dramatic scene, he yells 

and tears his shirt from his body, and throws a white rabbit from the high window that is 

then devoured by wild dogs below.  As this transformation is taking place, Kunti runs to 

his door, alarmed, yet he bars her access.  As Duryodhan seethes and rages inside the 

room, Kunti lies weeping on the other side of the door, pitifully singing the same song 

that she had sung to Duryodhan a few episodes before.  As the audience watches this 

interpolated melodramatic incident, they are reminded of the familial bond between the 

two characters, and are prodded to dwell on the sight of a mother’s love being turned 

away as well as what happens when parents are no longer able to control their children.  

This scene, and many others like it in KHMK, demonstrates the program’s often 

deliberate focus on intimate family affairs, and the way the narrative is positioned to 

bring out such melodrama.   

One final method through which KHMK exploits both melodrama and the serial 

format to deliver the Mahabharata story to audiences is through the creation of suspense, 

even in situations where the audience may know that such suspense is invented rather 

than in the usual storyline.  This device is used quite often in the series as a way to boost 

melodramatic tension and to highlight key events, as well as keep audiences interested.  

As stated previously, the Mahabharata is a story known to most Indians, and while 

KHMK and other types of mythological serials often invent episodes or dramatic scenes 

in order to keep thier audiences, they rarely stray from the general plot progression laid 

out by textual forms of the epic stories.  Thus, often when suspense is introduced into 
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KHMK, the appearance is falsely given that the story will deviate from the master 

narrative, possibly introducing some truly unknown element into the tale, though this 

never really happens.  At many points in the show, the appearance will be given of the 

propensity for something outside the normal plot flow to occur, if only a major character 

would do something unusual or a scene would play out in an unorthodox way.  This is 

evident at many points, an example of which involves the story of Kunti’s first-born son 

Karna.   

As goes the usual storyline Kunti, using a boon bestowed upon her by a great 

sage, had the ability to call upon any god she wished.  As a young woman prior to her 

marriage to Pandu, she called upon the god Surya in order to test the mantra.  Surya 

appeared, and impregnated her, after which Kunti secretly placed the child into the river 

in order to mask her deed.  The child, Karna, was found by a humble family of lower 

birth and raised as their own, and years later made his way to Hastinapur, winning the 

favor of Duryodhan and swearing to help him defeat the Pandavs.  Later, Kunti realizes 

that Karna is indeed her lost son, and thus the eldest Pandav by birth, which she finally 

reveals to him on the field of Kurukshetra on the eve of the war.  Karna, a fierce and 

valiant warrior, is eventually slain by Arjun on the battlefield.  As a tragic character, one 

is often struck by Karna’s unwavering devotion and is left to wonder how the situation 

might have been vastly different had Karna known of his kinship to the Pandavs rather 

than the Kauravs.  In episode sixty-three of KHMK, the program exploits this situation 

for dramatic effect, and portrays Kunti as nearly telling Karna that she is his mother 

despite that fact that such a situation does not happen in the text until much later in the 

story.  In the episode, the horses pulling Kunti’s chariot go wild, and she is in danger of 
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being thrown violently from the moving cart.  Karna just happens to be near and rushes to 

her rescue, which leads to a touching moment between mother and son (Kunti has known 

of Karna’s true identity since episode fifty-seven).  As we hear Kunti’s inner thoughts 

which foreground her full acknowledgement of Karna’s identity, Karna slowly says 

“mata…” (mother).  Kunti gasps and the music quickly escalates, the camera jumping 

back and forth between their two faces.  There is a tension-laden pause, and we in the 

audience wonder if KHMK will somehow significantly alter the storyline and have Karna 

acknowledge that Kunti is indeed his mother much earlier in the plot than usual.  Then, 

just as quickly as it happened, we realize that Karna was in fact addressing his surrogate 

mother, who walks briskly into the frame and salutes Kunti.  The music dissipates and the 

moment is over.  This is a device used over and over again in the series, and suspense is 

injected into the plot in order to highlight the over-arching storyline that remains more or 

less intact.  This was often a common configuration of the earlier serials as well.127 

This section has looked briefly into the way in which KHMK used melodrama in 

order to frame its narrative.  Overall, KHMK’s melodramatic structure was novel to the 

Mahabharata story; it looked and felt different than Chopra’s earlier version, and the 

camera, lighting, and sound effects played a much larger role in pushing a melodramatic 

mood.  Also, as we have seen, the plot took some key liberties with the storyline that 

enhanced the melodrama surrounding family affairs, further enhancing the melodramatic 

effect of the serial.  However, as was discussed previously, the overall dramatic formula 

was very much modeled after Balaji Telefilms’ other saas-bahu soaps, and many of the 

                                                 
127 See, among others, Mankekar (1999) pp. 228-234. 
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same devices apply to KHMK that apply to other serials made by the company.  Thus, 

KHMK’s use of melodrama was mostly taken directly from Balaji’s other popular soap 

operas.  This underscored some of the criticism the show received by working to visually 

associate it with popular, mass-produced television soap operas of the past decade.  The 

next section will discuss another feature of KHMK’s construction, that of the creation 

and maintenance of a type of “devotional space” within the epic narrative that is a 

prominent feature of this particular program and of others like it.  

 

THE APPEAL TO MAINSTREAM HINDUISM 
While it is apparent that Balaji’s epic borrowed liberally from the soap-opera 

derived saas-bahu formula for its dramatic elements, one aspect unique to 

devotional/mythological programming such as KHMK is the usage of images and 

symbols meant to evoke rapport with and to directly appeal to a widely Hindu audience.  

This is a facet of devotional programming in general borrowed from earlier shows that is 

still employed heavily.  Similarly, KHMK is liberally interspersed by moments directly 

engineered to produce religious and devotional response amongst viewers, and in the 

words of some critics, to “kowtow to mass sentiment.”128   

An important piece of scholarship on this aspect of the earlier programs and one 

that has contributed heavily to some of the observations in this section is Gillespie’s 

(1995) case-study of the Dhani family in West London.  Gillespie’s work is centered 

around what she terms as “devotional viewing”, or a type of television viewing 

                                                 
128 See “Aces of Maces and Pretty Faces” (cited above).   
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experience that is conducted with both “piety and pleasure.”129  Her fieldwork, conducted 

in 1990 as both Chopra’s Mahabharat and Peter Brook’s Mahabharata were running on 

British television, focuses on the reception of two “antithetical representations” of the 

Mahabharata story.130  As she highlights in her study, one (Chopra’s) constitutes what 

she refers to as a “sacred version,” whereas the other (Brook’s) fails to recreate a mood or 

atmosphere that allows for the same sentiment.131  Gillespie concludes that one of the 

main reasons is that Chopra’s version offers a retelling that is more comprehensible to 

widespread Hindu sentiment, placing emphasis upon highly important sections of the 

Mahabharata such as the Bhagavad Gita and offering plenty of room in the script for a 

devotional and contemplative atmosphere.  The program served as a vehicle of both 

entertainment and religious instruction, something that was not present for the Dhanis in 

Brook’s version.  Gillespie’s study, while citing its own limitations and not claiming to 

be totally conclusive for all Hindu viewers of the program, still offers interesting 

prospects for the study of KHMK and for devotional serials in general.  Her study, in her 

words, “permits analysis of the microprocesses of TV reception in everyday life…and 

                                                 
129 p. 360.   
130 p. 357.  Brook’s version was originally written for the stage in 1985, and was nearly 9 hours long.  
Subsequent releases to VHS and DVD have shortened the content, to 6 hours and 3 hours respectively.  The 
cast was deliberately international so as to promote the story as for “all mankind”, while still bringing in 
many items used on the set from India itself, so as to maintain a certain level of “authenticity”. 
131 See pp. 356-360.  An interesting side note here is that such as with similar instances of ritual viewing 
noted by Lutgendorf and others in the case of the earlier Ramayan serial, the Dhani family incorporated the 
original Mahabharat series into their household ritual sphere.  While they did not perform any puja directly 
utilizing the television set itself (as Lutgendorf mentions to have occurred sporadically in Benares and 
elsewhere during the airing of the original Ramayan serial), Gillespie noted that when confronted with 
images of Krishna in Brook’s version that the family took to be inauspicious, a rite of purification was 
performed before airing other, more devotionally efficacious programs such as Sita’s Wedding.  This of 
course is only one specific family group, and it would be hasty to assume that this type of practice would be 
widespread.  Still, it is important to note that such practices exist in the context of what Gillespie terms 
devotional viewing, and to highlight the perceived juxtaposition between the two versions of the same 
story.  
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how they are implicated in the construction and strengthening of religious beliefs and 

practices.”132    Gillespie’s study is centered mainly on Indian families living in London 

and the way in which diasporic groups use television as a medium with which to 

reconnect to the home culture, yet the implications are there for discerning how these 

types of programs continue to be constructed specifically for those with Hindu 

sensibilities both outside of India and within it.  It is especially interesting in the case of 

KHMK, which was lambasted by many as doing injustice to a religious text (the 

Mahabharata is considered by many to be the fifth Veda, after all), whereas other 

programs running essentially the same material in the same manner were not seen in this 

light.   

KHMK, following as it did many of the conventions put into place by earlier 

mythological serials, also worked to construct and project this important devotional space 

outwards from its narrative to its audience, presumably largely Hindu.  It is readily 

evident from the opening scene of the entire series, and many subsequent episodes are 

centered predominantly around the creation of a visual devotional schemata engineered 

explicitly to produce such sentiment among viewers.  After the opening credits had rolled 

on the inaugural episode, the audience was treated to an invocation to Ganesh as well as 

numerous other Hindu deities, as first a Hindi devotional song and then a Sanskrit chant 

plays in the background.  Through a carefully-placed invocation at the outset of the 

series, KHMK pays visible homage to a number of deities in its appeal to devotional 

Hindus.  Though the depiction of deities overall in the series is predominantly Vaishnava 

                                                 
132 p. 359.   
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(due to the large emphasis on Krishna), the series begins with shots of various Hindu 

temples as well as images of Ganesh, a Shiva lingam, and a statue of Kali.  As the music 

plays, the camera returns frequently to the figure of Ganesh, backlit by a rising sun.  By 

repeated visual depiction of Ganesh at the outset of this new telling of the Mahabharata, 

the first moments of the series replicate the story of the epic’s creation, calling to mind 

Vyas’s recitation of the epic to the beloved Hindu deity.  They also serve as a type of 

invocation meant to bring favorable results to the show’s outcome, and to give the 

appearance of religious sensitivity on part of the show’s creators.  The viewer is recipient, 

witness, and participant of this process.   

The devotional address to the viewer is repeated many times throughout the 

series, most often when the storyline involves a miraculous scene from the life of 

Krishna.  As noted in the section on narrative progression, the exploits of the young 

Krishna and Balram form the major secondary plotline of the series from the fifteenth 

episode onwards, and the script incorporates well-known scenes such as Krishna and 

Radha’s budding affection for one another, Krishna’s defeat of Kaliya-Naag and his 

slaying of Kans, and his lifting of Mount Govardhan.  One scene in particular, taken from 

the tenth book of the Bhagavata Purana, serves as an apt example of how others of the 

type usually played out within KHMK.  In episode thirty, Krishna leaps into the Yamuna, 

chasing a ball he and his friends were playing with.  Coming into the depths of the river 

he is confronted by the enormous Kaliya-Naag.  As the serpent surrounds him, Krishna 

begins to grow to enormous size, smiling serenely all the while.  The serpent falls to the 

bottom of the river, stunned.  As Krishna prepares to stomp his foot onto Kaliya’s torso, 

the music suddenly shifts from overly dramatic to a more subdued melody as a 
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pronounced voice chanting “Om Krishna” is heard.  Kaliya’s wives (in human form) 

come running to beg Krishna to refrain from killing their husband.  As they plead for 

mercy, Kaliya morphs into humanoid form in a flash of white light.   

Kaliya asks Krishna “Kaun ho tum…kaun, gandharv ho, yaksh ho…”133 

questioning whether Krishna is not some sort of celestial being (gandharv) or spirit 

(yaksh) given that he was able to defeat him.  As Sanskrit chanting continues in the 

background, Krishna says to Kaliya in a reverberating voice “Mere rup jaanna 

chahoge…kaunsa avataar dekhoge mera?”134  As a lilting, kirtan-style devotional music 

begins with the sound of a clap of thunder, Krishna lists a number of his own epithets 

(Jagdish, Narayan, etc), didactically instructing the bewildered Kaliya for a moment on 

his (Krishna’s) true nature.135  Then, Krishna lists one by one his previous incarnations up 

to the present.  As each is listed, there is a brilliant flash of light, and the specific avatar is 

shown facing the camera directly for a short period of time.  As each form is displayed 

for both Kaliya and the audience to gaze upon (with Krishna himself giving brief 

narration to the image), the music dramatizes accordingly, and each incarnation’s specific 

name is repeated by a singing voice in the background.  Each avatar’s image is crafted in 

some detail, and in form is highly reminiscent of Hindu calendar art (though some forms, 

such as Viraha’s, are noticeably computer-generated).  After the sequence is repeated 

once, the viewer is shown scenes of Krishna’s childhood, as the gods smile approvingly 

from heaven with hands clasped in namaste.  Before the scene is finished, Vishnu’s 

                                                 
133 “Who are you…who, a gandharv, a yaksh…” 
134 “Do you want to know my forms?  Which do you want to see?” 
135 Much as in his speech to Arjun in the Bhagavad Gita, Krishna says to Kaliya “pratyek yuug me, pratyek 
kaal me, mai ne avataar kiya.”  (“In each age, in each time, I assumed an avatar”).   
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incarnations are shown in singular succession once more (as the background narrator says 

their names again one by one), and then twice more as a group.  After Kaliya (as well as 

the viewer) is thoroughly educated as to Krishna’s divinity, he clasps his hands in 

supplication, begging for mercy.  The entire scene takes over seven minutes, and is the 

highlight of the entire episode.   

  

 

Figures 8-9: Krishna presents his avatars to Kaliya-Naag 

 
The scene presented in this piece of the narrative takes an incident from the 

literature and completely refashions it in order to put extra emphasis on the deity for both 

devotional and didactic purposes.  Not only does Krishna educate the audience about his 

previous incarnations, but sufficient time and space in the narrative is allotted for actually 

seeing Krishna in his various forms.  As can be witnessed in the above example, at times 

the focus seems to be on the specifically Hindu mode of divine “seeing” mediated 
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through the practice of darshan, which Eck reminds us is the “auspicious sight” of the 

divine.136  Ample time is given to allow Krishna to simply inhabit the television screen, 

and the images are returned to multiple times for added effect.  The type of divine 

projection offered by mythological serials is more akin to the ubiquitous yet sacred 

imagery of Indian calendar art depicting the gods, which in itself often replicates the 

experience of darshan in a Hindu temple.  As Patricia Uberoi reminds us, calendar art is a 

“categorical merging of sacred and secular,”137 which is well suited to the status of 

television as a vehicle for fomenting devotional sentiment within an otherwise popular, 

mass medium.  The gods in their depictions in KHMK are rendered much in the same 

way, occupying a space somewhere between the sanctity of the temple and the modernity 

of the televised image.   

Overt appeals to devotional Hinduism are repeated often in the course of KHMK, 

in many cases using significant portions of airtime to focus directly upon the deity.  

Another example is in episode thirty-three.  On the steps of a temple in Braj, a low-caste 

old woman is denied access to the inner courtyard, and the Brahmins posted outside 

roughly turn her away (one of the men, who appears to be a priest, physically pushes her 

down).138  She falls to the ground, crying, landing fortuitously and symbolically at the 

feet of Krishna.  The camera takes a slow pan up his body, and the music shifts into a 

light-hearted tune prominently featuring what sounds to be the bansuri flute.  When 

Krishna asks her what the problem is, the old woman cries that she just wants to see god 

                                                 
136 (1998) p. 3.  
137 (2009) p. 49.   
138 Seemingly, this would be a violation of caste regulations, though no mention of it is made in the 
ensuing dialogue.   
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in the temple but is not allowed in.  Taking the opportunity to moralize to both devotee 

and audience alike, Krishna explains to her that god is in fact everywhere (in the earth, 

trees, and water, etc.), and bestows upon her a divine vision: his viswaroop, or true form 

as the cosmic form of Vishnu.  In kind, the music dramatically flares up as drums beat 

and horns blow in the background.  The camera jumps back and forth between the old 

woman’s tear-streaked face and the smiling, serene gaze of Krishna.  His body grows 

immense as she looks on, gaining the extra limbs and accoutrements so often seen in 

popular representations of Vishnu.  As the old woman realizes that she is indeed having a 

divine vision, her eyes open wide in disbelief, and she clasps her hands together in front 

of her mouth.  The camera flashes back and forth between her enraptured gaze and 

Krishna’s slowly enlarging form.  The episode ends with a long shot of the full picture of 

the now massive Krishna/Vishnu, completely facing the camera and smiling placidly, 

surrounded by an iridescent blue glow.139  

As noted by other theorists (Rajagopal and Mankekar in particular), the religious 

world-view created in many of these serials is not only a visibly North-Indian version of 

Hindu belief and practice, but catered to a specifically Vaishnava focus as well.140  With 

its heavy emphasis on the life of Krishna, KHMK is no different in this regard, and 

though the cast is at times populated by other important deities such as Shiva and Brahma 

as the story demands, the focus of the devotional moment is mainly on the figure of 

                                                 
139 As a side note to this episode, the old woman, having received her darshan, moves on from the temple 
steps; she is still not allowed in and the program does not have to portray anything directly challenging to 
Brahminical caste norms.   
140 For a discussion of this aspect of the Ramayan serial, see Mankekar (1999) pp. 171-173. 
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           Figure 10: Krishna at the temple         Figure 11: The old woman takes darshan 

 

Vishnu/Krishna.  This is evident not only in the program itself (where the focus is quite 

apparent), but also in the way the show was put together.  Special arrangements were 

made in the casting of Krishna’s infant character, and Kapoor personally insisted that 

only children born on Janmashthami of the previous year could apply for the role.  The 

Times of India reported that pundits were brought in from various parts of India in order 

to match the children’s horoscopes with Lord Krishna’s, and the one with the closest 

reading was able to take the part.141  When asked by the Times of India about her rigor in 

choosing the infant Krishna’s character, Kapoor replied, “It was necessary that the kid’s 

kundli matched Lord Krishna’s.  We are talking about God and we can’t be anything but 

authentic.”142  The child’s name that was finally selected even ended up being Krish.  In a 

special broadcast of episode fifteen (aired on July 30th 2008, in a pointed celebration of 

                                                 
141 See “Finally Ekta Has Found Her Krishna”.  The Times of India.  19 June, 2008.  Also see Munshi’s 
discussion, pp. 63-64.   
142 Ibid. 
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Krishna Janmashthami), the usual slot of the program was moved on 9X from its usual 9 

PM slot up to 11:30, with the birth of Krishna being depicted on the screen at exactly 12 

AM, a time when temples across India hold all-night festivals in honor of the auspicious 

event.  Additionally, the young Krishna’s traditional symbols were brought for blessing 

to various deities important in the Vaishnava sacred cosmology.  His morpankh 

(peacock’s feather) was brought from the Jagannath temple in Puri, his jewelry was taken 

to the Tirupati Venkateswara temple in Andhra Pradesh, and the chakra he would 

eventually carry was brought to the Shrinathji temple near Udaipur.143  That such care 

was taken in preparing the character of Krishna for the television screen denotes a large 

amount of concern among the show’s producers that the characterization would be 

acceptable to a largely Hindu viewing base.   

However, Kapoor and other representatives of the program denied in some 

interviews that the show was actively looking to what Kapoor referred to as the 

stereotyped “calendar image” for inspiration.144  It is apparent that in the show’s overall 

aesthetic this statement is certainly true, and is a major reason for its failure.  However, 

when it comes to depictions of the gods, it is clear that KHMK actively utilized the 

overall look of calendar art, in spite of claims otherwise.  This is most unmistakable in 

the way that the major gods are depicted when portrayed.  When they inhabit the screen, 

Vishnu/Laxmi are riding on the serpent couch in the ocean of milk, Shiva is in his placid 

meditation pose against a Himalayan backdrop, and Brahma is depicted seated upon a 

lotus; each scene always appears as though lifted directly from a calendar still.  As noted 

                                                 
143 “Ekta’s Krishna is Born”  (cited above) 
144 See “Kall Her Telly Kween!” (cited above) 
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earlier, often when Krishna is depicted in his murti form, it resembles a number of his 

popular manifestations, either as Vishnu, or as playing the flute with Radha at his side (as 

in another scene from episode thirty-three). When the gods are depicted, often their 

images neatly mirror popular representations of them in other outlets such as 

contemporary calendar art.   

This section has attempted to show how Kapoor’s epic actively created and 

employed a type of devotional space in its narrative as a way to render the program more 

recognizable to a widely Hindu audience.  However, simply inserting this formula into 

any serial is not an automatic recipe for success, as KHMK is an example.  As an 

anonymous blogger put it in July of 2008,  

Ramayan and Mahabharat are not just two great stories anyone can tell. Every character in these 
epics lives his life on almost two different levels of existence - the human and the divine. Kapoor 
and her creative heads have managed to tap the human element of these characters, only partially. 
The divine connect that comes from a thorough understanding of the epics is sorely missing in the 
conduct and carriage of all the characters unveiled so far.145 
 

Gillespie’s work may shed some general light onto why many were unable to identify 

with the show in spite of its direct attempts to foment the devotional viewing patterns of 

which Gillespie speaks.  Though Brook’s earlier version had presented the general story 

of the Mahabharata as well, it was Chopra’s version that was seen as more “accurate” by 

the Dhani family.  What mattered, seemingly, was the way in which Chopra’s version 

(rather than Brook’s) was able to craft a depiction that made sense to a Hindu audience, 

utilizing appeals to devotional religious practices as well as an overall aesthetic much 

akin to visual motifs already well-established in many other popular Indian registers, 

such as calendar art and films.  Similar juxtaposition may be apparent in why audiences 

                                                 
145 See “Kahani Manish Malhotra ke Mahabharat Ki!”.  25 July 2008.    
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generally rejected KHMK, which reproduced many of the same appeals to mainstream 

Hinduism, yet not the visual identification with these conventional aesthetic formulations.  

It will be remembered from the discussion above that audiences took no major issue with 

the 2008 Sagar Arts Ramayan, which in its structure was quite similar to the earlier 

version.  As we have seen, Kapoor’s epic was just as attuned to Hindu concerns as any 

other similar programming.  For the most part, where it was truly different, and where it 

generated the bulk of the criticism against it, was in the way the program looked.  And it 

is in this area, of aesthetics and style, that Kapoor’s epic deviates most significantly from 

other programs of the same nature. 

 

STYLE, LOOK, AND “FEEL” 
As we have now seen, though its own unique program in some ways, KHMK 

mainly looked both to Chopra and Sagar’s earlier serials and to the well-worn saas-bahu 

aesthetic in construction of the program, which garnered much criticism among those 

who see Balaji’s popular K-serials as base entertainment lacking in refinement or 

substance.  Where the program was truly different, and where it drew some of its heaviest 

criticism, was in the way it attempted to bring an overall “modern” feel to the epic, which 

in a sense directly affected the way that audiences were able (or unable) to relate with it.  

Costumes, the actors’ and actresses’ personal physiques and adornments, the overall 

flashy and modern feel to the show, all of these elements played a role in giving the series 

a look that was much different than other mythological serials running at the time.   
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Costuming was one of the earliest complaints about the show, and seemed to 

contribute to some viewers disapproval of the program.146  For costuming and overall 

character aesthetic, Kapoor turned to well-known fashion designer Manish Malhotra, 

known for his “glamorous” fusion of contemporary and traditional Indian clothing styles, 

and instructed him to design a look that would project the feeling of a “modernized” epic.  

What he designed for the show was a fusion of Indian staples such as the dhoti and the 

sari, combined with what appeared to be the dress of other big-budget, stylized period 

pieces (such as the films 300 and Troy).  Though never mentioned in interviews as 

inspiration for the costumes, they have a look slightly reminiscent of simple attire used in 

Peter Brook’s stage adaptation of the Mahabharata, a source known to have been looked 

to by Kapoor and her team when designing the show overall.147  Stylistically, the 

costuming was a complete departure from other serialized versions of the stories, 

especially the heavily ornamented costuming of the previous Mahabharat and Ramayan, 

which relied heavily on a “calendar art” aesthetic and the ornate appearances of previous 

epic films.  It was also markedly different from other epic serials running at the time.  As 

Chetan Hansraj (Bheem in KHMK) stated in an interview, “Manish Malhotra has 

designed the costumes. The costumes and jewelry are traditional, but with a modern and 

fresh look. It does not fall into the mythological stereotype. Audiences will be able to  

relate to it.”148 

                                                 
146 One person I spoke with about the show in India, when asked what he thought of it, took a second to 
think, and then recalled, “Oh yes, wasn’t it (KHMK) the show where everyone was dressed like Spartans or 
something?” 
147 See “Kall Her Telly Kween” and “Mahabharata Interpreted Differently” (cited above).   
148 “It Will Be Challenging to Play Bheem.”  Rediff India Abroad.  30 June, 2008.      
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Figure 12: KHMK cast photo (left-
right): Deepak Sandhu 
(Nakul), Chetan 
Hansraj (Bheem), 
Anita Hassanandani 
(Draupadi), Harshad 
Chopra (Arjuna), Uma 
Shankar (Yudhishthir), 
Jatin Shah (Sahadev) 

 

 

As Kapoor, Hansraj and others predicted, the actors did look quite unlike popular 

representations of the characters taken from a shared bank of Hindu visual pop-cultural 

standards, recognizable in the nexus of mythological films, television shows, comic 

books, and calendar art.  Rather than the often ornate, golden and jeweled attire worn by 

actors in other mythological programs such as the 2008 Ramayan and Sagar and 

Chopra’s earlier shows, the costumes for KHMK were quite different in contrast.  In 

interviews, much was made by Kapoor and her team about trying to steer clear of a 

“mythological stereotype”, though this type of move was as much in order to distance her 

show from others like it for marketing purposes as it was to try and create something 

genuinely new.  Though the storyline was less concrete by virtue of the content, the way 

the show might look overall was an avenue readily available to stylistic tweaking, and 

Malhotra’s designs did deviate significantly from other popular media versions of the 

story.  This was a major point of contention amongst many, and on blogs, discussion 
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forums and Youtube sounding boards the criticism that such costumes were perhaps even 

doing damage to the epic tradition itself were often repeated (though hardly able to be 

substantiated).149  The origins and dimensions of such criticism, in print and especially in 

the ultra-fluid online space, are impossible to trace, but one early source is worth noting. 

As has been well documented, many of the actors that starred in Sagar and 

Chopra’s earlier serials were elevated to somewhat iconic status due to their roles in those 

serials.  Arun Govil, Nitish Bhardwaj, Rupa Ganguli, and others not only gained lasting 

fame for their earlier roles, but they also earned the distinction of often being conflated 

with the characters they once played even years and now decades later.  Some, such as 

Bhardwaj, even moved their way into politics as a direct result.  Mukesh Khanna, who 

played the role of Bhishma Pitamah in Chopra’s serial, has often been said by fans to 

have been born for the role, and is still remembered for his gripping portrayal in 

Mahabharat.  Reportedly, as Kapoor and her team from Balaji were casting for KHMK, 

they approached Khanna about playing the role of Shantanu, rather than Bhishma, which 

was given to Ronit Roy of long-time Kyunki fame.  Khanna, in a well-publicized 

snubbing of Kapoor’s offer, refused the role and then took to the airwaves as the show 

was just beginning its run in July 2008.  In a number of interviews, he predicted that 

KHMK would flop due to its inability to be aptly retranslated after Chopra’s masterful 

version, and due to Kapoor’s reliance on “models” rather than “actors” and her 

                                                 
149 Even a short survey of the online sites current as of this study that mention this criticism are far too 
numerous to mention here, and I have seen it echoed all across the Indian television blogosphere.  To see 
some of the dialogue in process, try checking any Youtube video of the series and viewing the sounding 
board, which will more than likely contain at least one disparaging comment.  Blogs are also a rich vein of 
frustration about Kapoor’s rendering.  For one example among many, see “Kahani Hamare Mahabharat Ki 
– Review”.  9 July 2008.     
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inattention to detail.150  Just after the first episode aired on July 7th, Khanna was 

interviewed by the Hindi news channel Aaj Tak, where he offered a few early comments 

on how the show looked.  He noted, “Greek mythology lagta hai mujhe (it seems like 

Greek mythology to me)…These kinds of costumes are not the kinds of costumes…we 

have known from childhood until today.”151  Khanna’s comments were echoed by others 

in interviews leading up to and following the first serial, and he was most likely not the 

first that made the accusations.  Still, given Khanna’s stature and his already well-

publicized snubbing of Kapoor’s efforts during the Shantanu incident, his denunciations 

of the costuming may have gone some way to fueling the perpetuation of such criticisms.   

Still, even some critics who soundly panned the show on multiple fronts were 

willing to further extrapolate and take issue with the suggestion that Malhotra’s designs 

were necessarily “inauthentic”, a slippery term at best when talking about how anything 

in the Mahabharata is ‘supposed’ to look.  As Jai Arjun Singh writes for Tehelka 

Magazine,  

The one criticism of Kahaani…I don't agree with is that the Greek-centurion look of the show — 
inspired by films like Troy and 300 — is inauthentic.  Who gets to define ‘realism’ or 
‘authenticity’ when it comes to the Mahabharata?  Go down this dubious road and you’d need a 
dark-complexioned Krishna and Draupadi (and what are the chances of any of our mainstream TV 
shows doing this, especially if Fair and Lovely is a possible sponsor?).  Peter Brook’s actors from 
around the world, austerely dressed, captured the story’s nuances better than most Indian versions 
we’ve seen.152   
 

However, both Khanna’s grievances and Singh’s response do highlight the fact that the 

program was visually very different from the one that came before it, and that many took 

                                                 
150 See “I Refused to Play Shantanu in Ekta’s Mahabharat: Mukesh Khanna”  (cited above). 
 
 
151 Aaj Tak Headline News, 7 July, 2008.   
152 “Aces of Maces and Pretty Faces.”  (cited above).  Emphasis mine.       
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issue with it.  As Uma Shankar (Yudhishthir in KHMK) put it, “[KHMK] changes the 

perception of Indian mythological looks completely and is extremely smart. I think this is 

one of the main differentiating factors of this serial.”153  Aaj Tak, in an earlier piece aired 

just before the show’s inaugural episode, referred explicitly to the different style of 

KHMK, even going so far as to say that Anita Hassanandani’s character resembled a type 

of “New Age Draupadi” in comparison to Ganguli’s characterization from twenty years 

prior.154  The widespread backlash against the seeming outside influence (i.e., 

Hollywood, Western “modernity”, etc.) present in Malhotra’s stylistic inventions raises 

the larger question of audiences either accepting or rejecting images seen as incongruent 

with widespread conceptualizations of popular Hinduism, as suggested by Derné (1995) 

and Gillespie (1995).   

The costuming was not the only aesthetic change offered by Balaji’s epic that audiences 

noted as confusing and distasteful.  The actors representing the Pandavs and Kauravs 

sported visibly chiseled physiques, long hair, and even tattoos, as well as the highly 

stylized costumes, all part of the larger “modern look” being cultivated by KHMK.  Not 

surprisingly, in numerous media forums both online and in print, there were issues raised 

about the presence of tattoos on the muscled, exposed bodies of many of the main 

characters, from Arjun and Bhishma to Yudhishthir and even Draupadi.  Yudhishthir’s 

highly visible tattoo on his chest was none other than the symbol of the sacred sound 

aum, itself not only symbolically popular in India but also in many of India’s most well-

known cultural exports, such as yoga.  

                                                 
153 “A Leap From Medicine to Acting for Uma Shankar.  18 July 2008.   
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Figures 13-14: Tattoos 
incorporat
ed into the 
costumes 
of Uma 
Shankar 
and Anita 
Hassanan
dani.    

 

 

 

Even the actor’s bodies themselves even became sites of criticism, especially 

when somewhat self-indulgent interviews with some of Kapoor’s actors were published.  

One of the more noteworthy (and oft-repeated) was an interview with Chetan Hansraj, 

which worked to further reinforce among the viewing public the idea that Kapoor’s actors 

were unfit to portray their mythological characters.155  An excerpt from the interview that 

was mocked across the blogosphere was: 

Q: What kind of research have you done for your character, Bheem? 

A: I have not read any book on the Mahabharat before. Now, I am reading one to know the 
character better.  Bheem had a great body, so I have being working on it.  I have to look like an 
able-bodied man, who can defy his enemies. I am trying my best to look good on screen. I'm 
having high protein food now.  I have eggs and cornflakes for breakfast, and roasted chicken and 
boiled vegetables for lunch and dinner.  I avoid potatoes and rice.  
 
Q: Did the concept of six pack abs exist in those times? 
 
A: How do you know it was not there?156 

                                                                                                                                                 
154 Aaj Tak Headline News.  7 July, 2008.   
155 Interestingly, Hansraj had played the role of the young Balram in Chopra’s earlier serial. 
156 “It Will be Challenging to Play Bheem” (cited above).   
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Other interviews, with titles such as “Male Actors Sweat it out for Mahabharat”157 and 

“My Bheem Strongest”,158 only served to buttress the notion amongst critics that 

Kapoor’s actors were no more 

than self-obsessed models, unfit 

to portray anything but their 

usual vapid saas-bahu roles. 

 

Figures 15-16: Uma Shankar and 
Aryan Vaid 
(Duryodhan) 

 

Overall, much of the criticism surrounding the ‘look’ of the characters was 

inherently negative, but there were some proponents of Malhotra’s designs and Kapoor’s 

vision as well, though seemingly in shorter supply than their very vocal detractors.  What 

was obviously a move to offer a more youth-centric character aesthetic to audiences and 

to differentiate KHMK from other programs was seen as everything from ground-

breakingly modern, to historically inaccurate, to downright offensive, and prompted 

mocking jabs and disapproval from many sources.  In conjunction with the saas-bahu 

aesthetic, already a wildly popular yet widely criticized phenomenon, the dice would 

                                                 
157 NewsX Online.  30 July, 2008.   
158 IndiaTV Forums Online.  21 February, 2008.   
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appear to have been somewhat loaded against Kapoor’s undertaking from the beginning, 

to use a bad pun. 

This chapter has attempted to give a working picture of how Balaji’s epic worked 

on a structural level.  Breaking apart and examining core structural elements such as plot, 

narration, melodrama, religious overtones, and stylistic elements, it is evident that 

KHMK was heavily indebted to programming trends that had come before it.  Though 

advertised to the viewing public as something inherently new and fresh, what audiences 

got instead was a mixture of both old and new, a conglomeration of narrative and 

aesthetic elements taken from earlier mythological serials, Balaji Telefilms’ popular 

saas-bahu style programming, and newer manifestations of the epics in more recent 

configurations such as graphic novels.  Ultimately, KHMK was unable to create 

something completely new with the material of the epic Mahabharata, but to do so might 

very well be impossible.  The source material itself, the earlier media precedents in 

television and film, and the continuing archetype of this manner of programming are 

evident in every episode of the series to some degree.  However, what KHMK does is 

novel in one light.  The show’s combination of different influences, its privileging of 

certain aspects of the narrative, its specific style of melodrama taken from the K-serial 

format, its specific focus on devotional Hinduism, and its “modern” costuming and 

character aesthetic all combine to create a unique retelling of the epic that, while 

beholden to its manifold precedents, is still somewhat unlike all that have come before it.  

And as we have seen with much of the criticism it garnered, this inherent difference from 

the earlier, successful Chopra serial is one of the main reasons it was ultimately 
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ineffective.  For KHMK, a marriage of mythology, modernity, and the saas-bahu was 

ultimately its downfall.  The next chapter will look to one more important aspect of 

KHMK, that of gender representation, in order to examine in detail one more of Kapoor’s 

claims about her serial’s inherent “difference” from its competitors.   
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Chapter 4: The Portrayal of the Feminine in KHMK 

 
--Anita Hansandani as [D]raupadi, one of the most important characters in Mahabharat, was 
horrible. Dialogue delivery was the biggest flaw. She shrieked at the top of her voice, cried like 
she does in all those saas-bahu seri[als] and in comparison to Rupa Ganguly, failed miserably. The 
intensity in her performance was just lacking. She made the strong character of Draupadi look 
weak!159 

--I know comparisons with Roopa Ganguly are unfair, but they are inevitable…Ganguly carried 
off the character brilliantly, with the haughty and proud demeanor, sexy princess looks, and good 
performances. She seemed so believable as Draupadi. But Anita H? She neither looks, acts or even 
talks the part! One suggestion to Balaji guys, please replace her ASAP or at least get her voice 
dubbed.160 

--40% of what is portrayed in these serials is correct, and the other 60% is incorrect.  R. Sagar’s 
vision [for the original Ramayan serial] was not correct either.  He had no imagination, and the 
shows did not display a large amount of learning and study into the depths of our traditions.161 

 

This chapter will look at one more aspect of KHMK, the way that the serial 

positioned and presented feminine gender.  The messages being delivered about women 

in Kapoor’s serial point to a specific type of tension in the modern visual media in India: 

that of the struggle between modern and traditional ways of presenting the “respectable” 

Indian woman, and the problematic nature of the categories themselves.  Ekta Kapoor 

was quoted during the first leg of the show’s run as saying that the primary drive of 

KHMK’s narrative was going to be to tell the story of the Mahabharata from the 

perspective of a “woman humiliated in front of her husbands.”162  In other interviews, the 

assertion that her epic would focus more specifically on the suffering of women under 

male authority was repeated.  However, the way in which female characters are presented 

                                                 
159 “Kahani Hamaray Mahabharat Ki Review”.  8 July, 2008.   
160 “Kahani Hamare Mahabharat Ki – Initial Review”.  10 July, 2008.     
161 Anonymous informant interviewed by Reed Burnam, July 2010, Rishikesh, Uttarakhand.   
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on the program can be defined as complex to say the least, and often the way in which 

they are introduced into the show can be seen as contradictory to the statements being 

made about the program’s aims. 

In large part, the genre of the mythological in both televised and cinematic media 

in India demands from the viewing public a certain manner of engagement with idealized 

notions of Indian history and mythology.163  One such extremely loaded category is that 

of the “ideal” or “respectable” Indian woman, which will be discussed in detail below.  

The female roles in KHMK were at times criticized for recalling the character and look of 

modern, globalized, Westernized India.  As we have already seen, these types of 

suggestions caused some to view Kapoor’s version of the epic as devoid of value.  There 

has been some debate in the past decade over what kind of effect Balaji’s K-serial line of 

programming has had on female television viewers in India, if any, and whether the effect 

was positive or negative.164  Such criticisms of saas-bahu programming, due to KHMK’s 

congruence with that type of aesthetic, naturally extend to KHMK as well.     

                                                                                                                                                 
162 “Kall Her Telly Kween!” (cited above). 
163 See Mankekar’s (1999) chapter “Mediating Modernities: The Ramayan and the Creation of Community 
and Nation.”  pp.  165-223.  She discusses, among other things, the serial’s participation “in the 
relationship between notions of Indian Womanhood and the construction of hegemonic discourses of 
community and national culture.” (p. 166). 
164 In the wake of the overwhelming success of Balaji’s K-serials and their particular way of focusing in on 
gendered household relations, speculation has arisen about how depictions of women in these serials might 
be affecting female viewers, especially in rural areas.  In a recent study by Jensen and Oster (2009), it was 
suggested that by “exposing rural households to urban attitudes and values, cable and satellite television 
may lead to improvements in status for rural women” (p. 1059).  Their data suggested that as more rural 
women had been witness to serialized versions of household life (particularly more urbane lifestyles and 
attitudes), instances of domestic abuse and other mistreatment of women by men had statistically been 
reduced.  Conversely, as suggested by Mankekar (1993, 1999) and pointedly by Raghavan (2008), serials in 
the mode of Kyunki have also been noted as perpetrating a type of regressive femininity that avoids 
progressive concerns in favor of an overt focus on domestic relations and household chores, thereby 
reinforcing patriarchal representations of the Indian household.  As Raghavan (2008) states, “Kyunki and 
Kahaani…emphasize the traditional extended joint family, and the narratives revolve on the trials and 
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In light of Kapoor’s repeated comments about her desire to focus on gender 

issues, and the privileging of the vastraharan scene as the inaugural episode of the series, 

a further dimension of how KHMK attempted to carve its own path away from earlier 

serials was it handled the portrayal of gendered subjects.  In KHMK, we see a somewhat 

confused representation of “traditional” Indian Womanhood, caught somewhere between 

constructed guises of respectability and the presence of the modern, globalized moment 

in which current Indian television programming rests.  Kapoor’s projection of the 

feminine is a product of a type of collaboration between the show’s producers, writers, 

and directors that depict women in a specific way.  This could possibly be one reason for 

the failure of the program to capture widespread appeal, and has been listed by many as a 

major issue with the presentation of the show by audience and critics alike.  The earlier 

programs had depicted the feminine in a manner fairly congruent with widespread social 

norms that favored generally if not outright patriarchal attitudes.  As Mankekar has 

pointed out, previous mythological serials such as Sagar’s massively popular Ramayan 

had in fact worked to codify “existing [gender] inequalities by ascribing them an 

immortal and divine status.”165  While the current state of television in India continues to 

shift further and further away from previous modes of programming such as those created 

by Doordarshan, the televised mythological has remained a contested space that projects 

a type of “golden age” contrasted against the degraded present.166  Alive within this 

idealized past are notions of Indian womanhood constructed during the last two centuries 

                                                                                                                                                 
tribulations of the central female characters…importance is given to family and family values over personal 
desires of women” (p. 70). 
165 Ibid.  
166 Rajagopal, p. 74. 
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that continue to have an effect on much modern sensibility about female “respectability” 

in India.   

As scholars such as Partha Chatterjee, Uma Chakravarty, and others have shown, 

the public idea of what constitutes a “pure” or socially respectable Indian woman is a 

complicated issue, the roots of which stretch back into the Colonial era and before.167  As 

noted by Chatterjee and others, during the early nationalist period in colonial Bengal, 

reformist rhetoric on the subject came to a type of resolution of sorts: that the woman, 

like the nation, could be identified with all that is good and “pure” about pre-colonial, 

traditional Indian society.  Chatterjee writes that “[a]ll attempts to change customs and 

life-styles began to be seen as the aping of western manners and thereby regarded with 

suspicion.”168  As noted in Mankekar’s statement above, this type of rhetoric has 

persisted, in a way, into the present moment.  The depiction of a “respectable” image of 

Indian womanhood on modern, popular media such as television and film is necessarily 

complicated by the appearance of multiple points of consumption and viewing in post-

liberalization India.169  KHMK presents the feminine, mythological subject in what is 

meant to be a “modern” or “youthful” context (see aspects of “style” discussed above).  

That Kapoor does this within the loaded, nationalized, “traditionalized” space of the 

mythological tele-serial is even more problematic.170  In this arena, the woman is already 

                                                 
167 See Chatterjee, “The Nationalist Resolution of the Women’s Question”, as well as Chakravarty.  
“Whatever Happened to the Vedic Dasi?  Orientalism, Nationalism and a Script for the Past.”  In Sangari 
and Vaid (1997).   
168 Chatterjee, p. 234.  
169 See Kumar (2007).   
170 See Sen Gupta.  “Sexual Politics of Television Mythology.”  His article discusses the “palimpsest” 
nature of the epic texts, and how elite voices and re-workings through narrow political lenses collaborate to 
construct equally narrow versions of textual and mythological “history”. 
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viewed in light of the specific biases directed towards a “debased” televised medium.  

Additionally, KHMK is also challenging stereotypes of both womanhood and 

“traditional” religious narrativizing by presenting women as both sexual objects and 

objects of veneration.  This is consistent with Uberoi’s notion of women in popular 

Indian calendar art as subjects of both objectification and “tropification”, meaning that 

they can be simultaneously subjects of the male gaze as well as valorized and sometimes 

deified for their femininity.171  As Uberoi notes, “as studies of the mass media 

demonstrate…[it is important to] address genres of representation in which women are 

not merely visible, but are the conspicuous and central objects of attention—even of 

adulation and worship.”172  KHMK’s so-called “focus on women” is more complex than 

first meets the eye, at once a marketing strategy, a response to ideas of “traditional” 

versus “modern” femininity, and perhaps simply a slightly misguided attempt to portray 

the feminine in a more beneficial light.     

In her article entitled “Hidden Pleasures: Negotiating the Myth of the Female 

Ideal in Popular Hindi Cinema”, Asha Kasbekar theorizes that the function of the woman 

in both Hollywood and popular Hindi cinema is “primarily to address the erotic gaze.”173  

Her article positions Hindi cinema as catering to a “vast, heterogeneous, cross-class 

audience which is not always entirely familiar with the Hindi language.”174  Thus the 

Hindi film often “acknowledges the composite nature of its public and privileges visual 

                                                 
171 p. 60.  As Uberoi notes, a “most important thrust of feminist social science has been that of making 
women ‘visible’ and their muted voices audible in society and history” (p. 58).   
172 p. 58.  
173 Kasbekar, p. 286.     
174 Ibid. 
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and non-verbal modes of address.”175  Kasbekar surmises that the need to market films to 

“socially and ethnically diverse audiences” creates a need to “incorporate visual pleasures 

from different genres into the same film.”176  While Kasbekar’s analysis of the erotic 

dimensions of the female form is specific to popular Hindi cinema, the same type of 

critique might well be extended to Kapoor’s presentation of the female body in KHMK, 

itself running on a Hindi GEC broadcast to a similarly “vast, heterogeneous” viewership, 

from the “Hindi-belt” audiences of northern India to dubbed versions of her serials into 

Tamil for south Indian audiences.  Thus, even in the mythological serial, the female must 

navigate between ideas of the “respectable” Indian woman, and the eroticized, sexualized 

female figure often depicted on current popular television programming.  Given the 

multiple-layers of meaning inscribed onto the epics, this is perhaps even moreso in this 

particular arena of representation.  Kasbekar writes:  

Every Hindi film in search of commercial success must not only identify the desire for different 
kinds of pleasures amongst its socially and ethically diverse constituencies, but it must also 
accommodate sometimes incompatible desires within the same film and make them concordant 
with the existing cultural and moral values of the society in which it circulates.177 
 

Women in the epic tales can be complex characters to depict.  Indian epic 

literature will at times portray women as extremely subjugated to patriarchal authority 

and essentially voiceless, and at others as powerful, full of agency and willingly defiant 

of such gendered restraints.  Sometimes female characters can be depicted as both, or 

with varying levels of either extreme.  Take for instance well-known character examples 

from the Mahabharata such as Draupadi or Amba.  Both of these women are constrained 

                                                 
175 Kasbekar, p. 287.   
176 p. 289.  (emphasis in the original)   
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by the male-dominated political and social systems in which they exist.  Yet, both of 

them have the voice within the literature itself to challenge the patriarchal power 

structures that the narrative’s largely martial frame rests upon; namely, the struggle that 

the (male) Pandavs and Kauravs are locked in for the throne of Hastinapur.  Draupadi has 

the wit to save the Pandavs in their hour of need, and Amba has the power to curse and 

see defeated (with the help of Shiva) one of the most powerful warriors in the world, 

Bhishma.  Yet, in the innumerable versions and recapitulations of the epic tales, issues of 

depiction and reception loom large, and the stories can be employed in ways that either 

add to or detract from female agency, and can also be questioned by the receiver of such 

shared cultural currency.178  Ekta Kapoor’s KHMK also needed to determine a plan to 

construct these charged feminine characters, and did so in a particular way.  Kapoor’s 

version presents these characters in a multi-layered manner, that is, they are depicted as 

both powerful figures capable of challenging male authority and as potential objects of 

sexual desire and the male gaze.   

As discussed previously, the structural break involved with moving the 

vastraharan sequence into the first episode was one of KHMK’s more innovative 

moments, and the bulk of the dialogue from the episode is a fairly pointed debate 

between Draupadi and Dushasan about a woman’s place in society.  In the dialogue, we 

                                                                                                                                                 
177 p. 290.  
178 The literature on female characters in the epics and reception of them by different segments of the 
public is well-charted at this point.  A good starting place is Alf Hiltebeitel’s Rethinking India’s Oral and 
Classical Epics: Draupadi among the Rajputs, Muslims, and Dalits.  Also see Paula Richman’s 
Questioning Ramayanas: A South Asian Tradition.  See specifically Linda Hess’ article “Lovers’ Doubts: 
Questioning the Tulsi Ramayan” (pp. 25-48), and Madhu Kishwar’s “Yes to Sita, No to Ram: The 
Continuing Hold of Sita on Popular Imagination in India.” (pp. 285-308).   
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see the emphasis on women’s issues being highlighted.  An excerpt from Dushasan’s 

verbal attack on Draupadi (and women in general): 

You don’t understand that for man, a woman is an object (vastu).  For woman, a man is her 
swami…if a man wants, he can decorate his bed with a woman, or have her sit on a chair, or have 
her pick up his shoes.  Or he can also make her into his shoe.  A man has a right to change his 
shoe, but a shoe doesn’t have the right to change its foot…today you sit on my brother’s lap,179 
and tomorrow you break your hands washing his feet…180 
 

As the scene continues, Dushasan attempts to disrobe Draupadi in front of the assembly, 

only to be foiled by Krishna.181  At this point, Draupadi delivers a powerful speech 

admonishing patriarchy, and the moment is indeed intense.  Here is a portion of 

Draupadi’s enraged speech, directed partly at those present in the assembly and partly 

directly at the viewers, as the scene crescendos with Draupadi looking directly into the 

camera and engaging the audience directly: 

Everyone was quiet!  One woman was being disrobed and all the men were watching with naked, 
blank stares…these screams will echo in Hastinapur for ages to come!  Dushasan, you said that 
woman is but an object, but now you will face the result of that woman’s wrath.  A woman is 
considered a birth-giver of mankind, but through her wrath its destruction is also possible…time 
makes people forget, but whatever happened today no one will be able to forget, not I, nor you, not 
the present, nor the future, nor history!  (Looks directly into camera as the music escalates)  In any 
age, where there is insult of a woman, Draupadi’s saga will be repeated; this story will be 
repeated!182 
 

Within the lines of the dialogue, and through the overall focus specifically on the 

vastraharan for the entire twenty-four minutes or so of the episode, it would seem that 

Kapoor’s wish to highlight the “suffering of a woman” was not only present, but 

effective.  The reflexivity of Draupadi’s angry stare directly into the camera, as if to 

                                                 
179 A pivotal moment in the general scene is Duryodhan’s slapping of his own thigh, indicating to Draupadi 
that he wants her to approach him and sit on it.  This action leads to Bheem’s later breaking of Duryodhan’s 
thighs in the final battle.   
180 Episode one, 7 July 2008.  My translation from the Hindi. 
181 Due to the character of Krishna not being cast yet at the time of the first episode’s shoot, his presence 
during this sequence is symbolized by a computer-generated flying chakra discus, which drops the fabric 
needed to keep Draupadi clothed.  
182 Ibid. 
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challenge male members of the television audience as well as those in Hastinapur, is a 

particularly effective moment.  Yet something else is taking place in the episode as well, 

and bears analysis.   

 The first shots of Draupadi that we see are indicative of the complex way that 

KHMK visually introduces most of the important female characters into the narrative.  

The first instance of this in the series comes in episode one, as Dushasan is storming 

down the hall to Draupadi’s chambers in the episode’s opening minutes.183  What 

happens next is a camera technique that occurs at the introduction of nearly every 

important female character into the series.  Rather than initially seeing Draupadi as a 

whole woman, or even a whole person, the audience is instead given glimpses of various 

parts of her body (accompanied by seductive music).  First, the camera moves slowly 

over her wrists as she slips on her bangles, then to shots of her eyes and forehead, hands, 

and lips, one by one.  Interspersed between these shots are slow-motion pans of Dushasan 

storming down the hall, as the music continues to shift abruptly between dramatic, loud, 

and intense (male shots), and slow and seductive (female shots).  Lastly, the camera 

focuses long upon her hand ready to apply her sindhoor to the part in her hair (a 

traditional symbol of marriage and therefore respectability), but just before she can do so 

Dushasan kicks down the door, knocking over a female attendant and grabbing Draupadi 

by the arm to drag her into the assembly.  From here she is pulled into the hall, and the 

bulk of the rest of the episode centers on her and Dushasan’s heated exchange, as well as 

the scene of Krishna’s miracle.  An interesting feature of the portrayal of gender here is 
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the use of visual devices that highlight both the “traditional” virtues of Draupadi as well 

as a somewhat eroticized depiction of her as a sexualized object, due to the initial focus 

upon her body rather than her person.  The deconstruction of Draupadi’s whole person 

into the various pieces strung together by the camera amounts to a type of disembodiment 

of the character herself.  Rather than treated as a whole entity, Draupadi is instead 

disassembled down into two readily visible elements: the traditional (signified by shots of 

sindhoor, bangles, etc) and the eroticized (in explicit shots of “sensuous” parts of the 

body such as lips and eyes).  While the episode as a whole goes to some lengths to 

foreground the plight of Draupadi as a woman trapped in a patriarchal system, the camera 

inadvertently subverts the agency she is granted by essentially reducing her into 

stereotypical categories, neither of them particularly empowering to women.    

The visual disembodiment of Draupadi as her character is introduced is 

significant for our purposes here in that it visually depicts an inherent tension 

encountered in rendering the female mythological subject onto a medium (popular 

television) that is typically a vehicle for a certain type of eroticized commodification of 

the bodies of the actor and actress.  As Judith Butler has theorized, the construction of 

gender is itself a type of performance.184  If Butler’s thesis is applied here, then how 

exactly is this performance portraying Draupadi’s character to the audience?  It is known 

through the basic storyline of the Mahabharata that Draupadi is herself a manifestation 

of the goddess, and is menstruating during the scene of the dice match, and therefore 

                                                                                                                                                 
183 The script forgoes some of the usual conventions, such as Duryodhan sending the doorman back and 
forth to Draupadi’s chambers and Draupadi’s attempts to avoid going into the assembly, ostensibly due to 
the time limit of the episode.   
184 Gender Trouble.  (New York: Routledge, 1999).   
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away from the assembly in the women’s quarters.185  In Kapoor’s version, the 

opportunity to display Draupadi in a sensuous, mysterious light is taken through the 

abovementioned focus on a combination of charged symbols of virtuous wifehood (such 

as bangles and sindhoor) that are shown alternately against other shots of physical 

aspects of her body easily eroticized by the camera, such as her eyes, lips, and neck.  The 

overall scene that KHMK depicts for us privileges Draupadi’s character as a powerful 

woman by foregrounding her humiliation and her eventual successful questioning of the 

assembly, in spite of the patriarchal constraints put on her by powerful male figures.  Yet, 

confusingly the scene has a definite air of eroticization that is counter-productive to what 

the episode is seemingly trying to accomplish.  When mixed with scenes ostensibly 

replicating and celebrating the male to female gaze, does the privileged placement of 

Draupadi’s lament bestow on her, and through her all women in the audience, a sense of 

power and agency?  Or does it inherently enforce the notion of female as primarily sexual 

object?  Any primacy that KHMK might have been able to give to the incident overall is 

blunted by this glaring contradiction in the depiction of feminine gender. 

Importantly, the same type of disassembling occurs when nearly every one of the 

major female characters is first introduced to the audience via the camera in KHMK.  A 

pronounced example is in episode two, depicting Shantanu’s encounter with Ganga in the 

wilderness.  When we first see Ganga, what we witness through the camera’s lens is 

seemingly the way in which Shantanu’s gaze falls upon her body, much in the same way 

                                                 
185 For certain aspects of the following discussion, I have looked to Alf Hiltebeitel.  “Draupadi’s 
Question”.  In Hiltebeitel and Kathleen M. Erndl (eds.).  Is the Goddess a Feminist?  The Politics of South 
Asian Goddesses.  pp. 113-122.   
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that we saw the first shots of Draupadi in episode one.  There are slow shots of her hair, 

wrists, jewelry, cheek, and eyes, interspersed with Shantanu’s awed staring as he is 

overcome with her physical beauty.  While admittedly depicting Shantanu’s intoxication 

at her beauty (which is a feature of the textual episode), the camera invites us to partake 

in the reification of Ganga into a set of eroticized attributes.  All the while, the music 

abruptly shifts from the dramatic score of Shantanu’s hunt (loud, male) to a more 

subdued and perhaps sensual tone (diminutive, female), much as with Draupadi’s earlier 

appearance.  Again, we see a sort of visual disassembling of the female into pieces, 

pieces that are then re-inscribed with a level of sexual meaning through the camera’s 

lens.  Strikingly similar devices are used with the introductions of Satyavati in episode 

five, those of Amba, Ambika, and Ambalika in episodes seven and eight, of Gandhari in 

episode eleven, Radha in episode thirty-three, and in episode sixty-six with the 

introduction of Rukmini.  Interestingly, the same types of shots are even employed for the 

introduction of the reincarnated Shikhandi in episode sixty.  As the camera is visually 

disassembling Shikhandi, s/he moves about with a hyper-accentuated feminine 

mannerism and a high-pitched voice which immediately calls to mind a stereotyped 

picture of hijra groups in modern India.186  Kunti’s entrance in episode thirteen marks the 

only major female character not to be treated in this way by the camera.   

 

 

 

                                                 
186 The scene with Shikhandi is only repeated once and therefore perhaps bears no further discussion, yet it 
is interesting to note.    
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Figure 17: The camera’s disembodiment of Ganga (Sakshi Tanwar). 

 

What these scenes can demonstrate to us is that KHMK’s producers, directors, 

and actors, including Kapoor herself, were engaged in a complex process of trying to 

negotiate the presentation and performances of feminine characters.  This presentation 

wavered between a tension over the “proper” way to represent respectable female 

characters within the traditionalized space of the mythological tele-serial as mapped out 
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by earlier, more conservative versions such as Chopra’s and Sagar’s, and the desire to do 

something different with the epic.  When interviewed in September of 2008 about 

KHMK, Kapoor was quoted as saying: 

Films always had a male hero and a male villain.  The female was just a moll, looked [at] from 
different perspectives.  I changed it on television.  Here the female is the hero, and her antagonist 
is also a female.  It’s for the female, by the female and with the female.187 
 

In the same interview with The Hindu, she refers to the usage of different research 

materials in her contemplation of how to frame her narrative.  Amongst others, she lists 

Chitra Divakaruni’s recent novel The Palace of Illusions, which relates the story of the 

Mahabharata entirely through the experience of Draupadi.  In other interviews, Kapoor 

reiterated her desire to put a somewhat feminist slant onto the epic.  In another talk with 

The Hindu, she states: 

I started off the serial when Draupadi’s ‘cheerharan’ was taking place because losing one’s 
dignity in front of so many men was the ultimate humiliation for her. We have focused on 
Draupadi as her whole attitude was of a woman who had been ignominiously disgraced and that 
anger simmered in her even when Pandavs were living in exile.188 
 
As mentioned earlier, the breach of narrative structure in favor of highlighting the 

vastraharan scene is itself significant in that it directly goes against the linear, textual, 

and quasi-historical narrative progression employed by Chopra in his earlier Mahabharat 

series.  Chopra’s serial, following a linear development meant to situate the series in 

historical time, does not come to the scene of the dice match until the forty-sixth through 

forty-eighth episodes (the scene, one of the most memorable and powerful in the whole 

epic, was stretched out over three consecutive Sundays).  It was hinted at in interviews 

that Kapoor was aware of the fact that her serial would inevitably be compared to 

                                                 
187 “Kall Her Telly Kween!”  (cited above).   
188 “Mahabharata Interpreted Differently” (cited above).   
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Chopra’s, and that she desired to do something new and different.  In an interview with 

The Times of India, she says:  

There can be different ways of narration. You can take the most essential point of your drama as 
your introductory scene and then go back to the first chapter again and begin. Even novels do it. 
Since Mahabharat has always had a conventional method of scripting, we said why not do it 
differently.189 
 

This, along with her mention of inspirational sources such as Divakaruni’s, may well 

have contributed to her decision to inaugurate the series such as she did.   

Chopra’s version, the one KHMK is more or less rebelling against, takes a 

different approach to depicting the scene of Draupadi’s humiliation.  The beginning of 

the forty-seventh episode (part two of the dice game) begins as usual with the voice of 

Samay, who offers up the episode as a way to reflect on the humiliation of Draupadi a 

type of educational lesson: 

The story has taken a shameful turn…Draupadi stands alone on one side of the dividing line, the 
others are on the other side…This is a moment to pause and think, because every man, born and 
unborn, has to decide on which side of the dividing line he stands.  Every man will have to 
participate in this tragedy.190 
 

While Chopra’s serial is also taking a certain tone with the scene, Kapoor’s treatment of 

the narrative is completely absorbed in the humiliation of Draupadi, and the entirety of 

the episode is devoted to this facet of the narrative.191  So in this way, with Chopra’s tele-

narrative representing the dominant one by virtue of its popularity and continuing 

                                                 
189 “Ekta’s Krishna is born.”  The Times of India.  30 July, 2008. 
190 (Emphasis mine).  Mahabharat, episode 47.  
191 To be fair, the entire second and third parts of Chopra’s version of the scene also center on Draupadi’s 
lament, as one of the more memorable and dramatic moments in the story.  Draupadi’s character, played by 
Rupa Ganguly, is even quoted in the episode as saying “From today I am symbol of the Pandavas’ 
humiliation,” echoing Kapoor’s quote above.  And she makes larger points about women’s subjugation at 
the hands of evil men, as when she tells the silent Bhishma that “[My] question is a question of all 
womankind!”  Still, if we view the serials in terms of their narrative structure as a device for questioning 
deeper meaning, then the break in structure in Kapoor’s serial can be viewed as significant.   
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presence on Indian television via near constant re-runs, Kapoor’s decision to break with 

this structure is a significant move.  Yet, the highlighting of Draupadi via narrative 

structure as a feminist maneuver is in direct contradiction with other important ways in 

which female characters are presented in her series.   

This chapter has attempted to demonstrate that the presentation of feminine 

gender in KHMK was at times contradictory of the statements made about the show by 

Kapoor and other Balaji executives responsible for KHMK.  Kapoor, well-known for her 

specific brand of soap-opera, envisioned her Mahabharata in a specific way; however, as 

the ratings trends and criticism on the show have demonstrated, her vision left much to be 

desired for many amongst the television-viewing public.  Kapoor’s female leads were 

given both added agency and heightened sexuality onscreen.  In effect, their characters 

were supposed to both subvert and draw in the erotic gaze, ensconced in a “traditional” 

setting that reflects the patriarchal control placed on women in the epic literature.  This 

multiplicity of methods of presenting the gendered, mythological subject create a 

contradiction in the way gender is performed in the serial.  The way the feminine is 

presented is often a type of balancing act between traditional and “modern” modes of 

representation, mirroring the tension of the entire series itself. 
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Chapter 5: Viewer Reception and Ethnography 

 

--…Pathetic…!! [KHMK] really falls flat terribly in comparison with BR Chopra's Mahabharat. 
That one was based on extensive research done by Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute whereas 
this one I am guess[ing] is based on Ekta Kapoor's limited understanding about Mahabharat.192 
 
--Sometimes these religious serials can have a good effect on people, and tradition, which 
strengthens people’s religious beliefs.193 
 
--I enjoy the old religious television serials quite a bit.  In those versions, the dialogue, language, 
acting, and costumes are great.194 
 
--This whole series is a cheap parody of the great epic.195 
 

 

The original impetus for this project was a small ethnography conducted in North 

India in the summer of 2009.  The field-work I carried out was composed of formal 

interviews which consisted of a standardized written questionnaire, administered in Hindi 

or English at the recipient’s request, coupled with a series of questions.  These formal 

interviews were limited in number, with fifteen individuals consenting to be interviewed 

in this way.  The informal interviews, of which there were more (around thirty), consisted 

of questions based on the same ones administered in the formal questionnaire, but tended 

to be more open-ended discussions on the television programs that led in multiple 

directions.  These informal interviews were conducted in various places: on the streets, in 

                                                 
192 Posted to Youtube by MrUtubeuser73.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5B8ptjY5sLk&feature=PlayList&p=586592DEB3D7254B&index=1 
(accessed 20 February, 2010).   
193 Anonymous informant, interviewed by Reed Burnam, August 2009, Jaipur, Rajasthan. 
194 Anonymous informant, interviewed by Reed Burnam, August 2009, Jaipur, Rajasthan.   
195 Posted to Youtube by SubramanianArun.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvVApqA6-
Ao&feature=PlayList&p=586592DEB3D7254B&playnext_from=PL&index=195&playnext=9 (accessed 4 
April, 2010).   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5B8ptjY5sLk&feature=PlayList&p=586592DEB3D7254B&index=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvVApqA6-Ao&feature=PlayList&p=586592DEB3D7254B&playnext_from=PL&index=195&playnext=9
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvVApqA6-Ao&feature=PlayList&p=586592DEB3D7254B&playnext_from=PL&index=195&playnext=9
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tea stalls, or in temples, in a number of North Indian cities.196  The principal aim of the 

survey as a whole was to inquire about different aspects of the viewing experience of 

Indian epic serials, such as whether the individual was a regular viewer of these shows, 

what their viewing experience entailed, and how these shows were perceived as 

effectively or accurately portraying Indian religious tradition.197   

What seemed to occur most frequently was the sometimes explicitly stated 

sentiment that the correct “effect” had not been created by KHMK, that of a combination 

of textual and historical “accuracy” as well as a strong devotional mood or sense.  The 

experience of watching these serials during their original broadcast, especially the 

Ramayan, has been described as “congregational”, and a type of “collectively observed 

weekly ritual”.198  In the surveys I administered, most of the people spoken with felt that 

somehow KHMK and some other, newer dharmic serials were more about 

“entertainment” than anything else, and this was a problem that directly or indirectly led 

to a lack of popularity amongst the viewing public.  This of course is impossible to 

definitively determine, but the fact is that much criticism aimed at the show used the 

earlier versions as a touchstone of critique.  To many I spoke with, rather than simple 

entertainment, the earlier programs were more akin to a beneficial collective experience, 

a dimension missing from shows like KHMK.  As Rajagopal (2001) writes, “Viewers 

consume not only the product but the act of consumption itself, when they restage it in 

                                                 
196 The cities included Benares, Haridwar, Rishikesh, and Jaipur.   
197 I include a copy of the questionnaire in Appendix A.   
198 Rajagopal (2001), p. 93.   
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imagination, and perceive themselves as part of a grander design…”199  Viewers that I 

spoke with were often quick to talk about the act of consumption and the weekly “ritual” 

of the older programs, many of them remembering not only their content but also the 

process of viewing them, often with other family members and friends during the Sunday 

morning broadcasts.  Such remembered familial and community spaces, in conjunction 

with the devotional dimension of the earlier serials, combine to create a powerfully 

shared memory of what was essentially right about the earlier outings, and what is in 

effect wrong with many of the newer ones, namely those that differ wildly from the 

successful versions.  That the earlier shows were products of a completely different 

environment is not lost on many of those that I spoke with.  In many cases a distinctly 

acute sense of “lack” or “failure” was attributed to some of the newer serials, which 

seems to speak to a larger criticism of the new, globalized Indian television landscape. 

Gillespie rightly points out that for many, the way in which religious narratives 

are presented can make the televised versions of them, in effect, “animated conventional 

iconography”.200  Her case study demonstrates that for many devout viewers of the 

Mahabharat, it was a perceived combination on the part of the shows’ creators and 

producers of a deep understanding of Hindu philosophy and theology as well as 

meticulous attention to detail that allowed them to be imagined as such devotional and 

educational vehicles.  Talking to people about television and how it affects their 

understanding of their own religious culture was the original basis for this study.  In the 

                                                 
199 p. 95.  Rajagopal’s comments are in reference to the larger imagined global Hindu community that was 
promulgated by shows such as Ramayan and by BJP political rhetoric surrounding the serial, yet also 
extends to local dimensions of family and community ties.  As is noted in various sources, Muslims and 
other non-Hindus were often participatory in joint-viewing sessions of the serial. 
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course of these often very enjoyable conversations a few themes were brought up by a 

number of people independent of one another.  Upon doing later research into these 

programs, many of the same concerns came up again and again, leading directly to some 

of the questions herein.  In both my interviews and in numerous locations in print and 

online, viewer reaction was often explicit in stating that proper “research” was extremely 

important in rendering the story accurately in these types of programs.  One person I 

spoke with echoed a general sentiment espoused by others, saying “[these] serials should 

be made after much research…[or else] the information in them can be misleading.”201  

Earlier incarnations have been viewed as more authoritative versions due in part to the 

amount of material looked to for “research,” though any one narrative could not possibly 

present the diversity of different versions of the epic.  For example, the intro piece to the 

original Ramayan serial included a number of different sources supposedly used for 

inspiration, including the Valmiki Sanskrit text, Tulsidas’ Ramcharitmanas (on which it 

was “mainly” based), versions by Kamban and Kritibas, as well as other regional tellings 

in Marathi, Kannada, Malayalam and Urdu.202  Chopra’s Mahabharat serial stated in the 

intro piece that the “basic source” was the critical edition of the Sanskrit Mahabharata, 

                                                                                                                                                 
200 Gillespie (1994), p. 359. 
201 Anonymous informant, interviewed by Reed Burnam, August 2009, Jaipur, Rajasthan. 
202 For a discussion of this, see Rajagopal (2001) pp. 99-100.  Interestingly, Ramanand Sagar referred to 
himself as a long-practicing Rambhakt, specifically a devotee of the Ramcharitmanas written by Tulsidas.  
This popular knowledge was sometimes cited to me in interviews, as well as by anonymous comments on 
the internet, to be a definitive source of his “knowledge” and “expertise” and intrinsic ability to reproduce 
the story in an efficacious and informed way onto television.  Still, as has been remarked upon by Gillespie 
and others, his televised version of the story left out many important innovations from even his core 
sources, such as the episode of the Shadow Sita, etc, as well as many other regional variations claimed to 
be included in the consideration for the show. 
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itself already an authoritative, scholarly conglomeration of different texts.203  This is a 

facet of the earlier serials commented on by numerous theorists.204 

Sensing the importance of the need for authenticity, the newer epic serials bow to 

this convention as well.  For example, Sagar Arts’ 2008 Ramayan’s title piece 

immediately begins by listing the background research conducted.  The list includes most 

major textual recensions of the Ramayana (as well as a few others).205  Coming just after 

the title in the credits, before even the producers’ names are displayed, the program’s 

research is prominently placed and we can assume its overall importance given how it 

situates prominently in the credits.  The sources are followed directly by the names of Dr. 

B.S. Vyas, Dr. Sohan Sharma, and Vijay Pandit, all listed as “researchers”.  Similarly, the 

very first screen viewers saw when tuning in to Colors’ Jai Shree Krishna was a 

disclaimer presenting a list of texts that the show was purportedly based on, from 

versions of the Bhagavata Purana to texts by Surdas and Tulsidas.206   

The intro piece to KHMK, on the other hand, begins with a disclaimer flashed 

across the screen which reads: 

The contents of this episode are dramatized reproductions of the mythological events, based on 
research and/or relevant materials relating to the source and/or other sources.  The deviations, if 

                                                 
203 The show also used in its title piece pictures produced and distributed by ISKCON and the Hare 
Krishna organization in India, and acknowledged the “Founder-Acharya, His Divine Grace A.C. 
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada” in the title credits. 
204 Mitra, Mankekar, and Rajagopal all touch on the “research” aspect in their discussions of the earlier 
serials.   
205 The list includes (in order): the Ramcharitmanas of Tulsidas, the Valmiki Ramayan, the Kamban 
Ramayan in Tamil, the Bhavarth Ramayan in Marathi, the Krutivas Ramayan in Bengali, the Shree 
Rangnath Ramayan in Telugu, the Ramchandra Charit Puranam in Kannada, the Adhyatma Ramayan in 
Malayalam, Chakbasta’s Urdu Ramayan, and the Shree Anand Ramayan (based on Valmiki’s Shatkotish 
Ramcharit).  The list is nearly identical to the earlier serial, with a few additions.  Spellings have been 
retained as they are listed in the program’s credits.   
206 The list (in order): “Shrimad Bhagwatani Padma Puran Krishna Avtaar (Saat Khando Mein), Sursagar, 
Krishna Geetanjali (Tulsi Das), Kalyan (Shri Krishna Viseshank), and Other folk tales and folk lores 
prevalent in Krishna Janma Bhoomi.”  Spellings retained as they appear in credits.   
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any, are purely due to subjective interpretation and necessary modifications to suit the electronic 
medium…INX Media Private Limited and/or 9X…[do not] make any claims regarding the factual 
accuracy of any of the events depicted herein.207 
 

The credits go on to list the program’s producers, creative directors, writers, costume 

designer and make-up artists.  Finally, a lone researcher and script authenticator by the 

name of “Dr. Bodhisattva” is listed towards the end of the list of credits.  Despite 

attempts to discover anything else about this figure or how the process of “script 

authentication” took place in KHMK, Dr. Bodhisattva remains unknown to this study.208  

In interviews, Kapoor was forthcoming about some of her sources of inspiration for the 

program, and we can assume that some amount of research into the complexities of the 

stories and characters took place, despite the fact that lack of “authenticity” was KHMK’s 

major criticism.  What kind of background research was actually done would be difficult 

to determine without interviews with the scriptwriter (Mahesh Pandey), though for our 

purposes here it may not be the most important issue.  Rather, it seems that audience 

perception of background research may be the most important factor in overall audience 

acceptance of this type of program, and as such these types of shows go to some lengths 

to demonstrate that it has been taken into consideration.  As Rajagopal notes about the 

earlier Ramayan serial (which took its material chiefly from the bhakti-laden 

Ramcharitmanas of Tulsidas, but claimed to have looked to many other versions of 

                                                 
207 This disclaimer contains the 9X logo and seems to be placed there by the station.  The same disclaimer, 
albeit in slightly modified formats, can also be found at the beginning of the new NDTV/Sagar Arts 
Ramayan telecast, as well as at the beginning of the Sagar Arts production of Jai Shri Krishna.  Of course, 
in the wake of the communal violence agitated by earlier serials such as the original Ramayan running on 
television concurrent with the BJP’s rise to power in the late 1980’s, such a disclaimer would seem to be a 
way to protect the station from any liability in the event that such serials were to provoke the a similar 
response.  As it stands, however, the station and the show still attempt to establish authorial integrity by 
way of making claims to consideration of the wider literature and folk traditions making up the epic 
narratives.   
208 No other researcher or mention of background research is included in the show’s actual title piece. 
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Ramayana for inspiration as well), foregrounding these important classical and 

premodern texts while highlighting the idealized behavior of the stories’ protagonists 

meant that “viewing therefore had an important vicarious aspect, with the serial 

endorsing much-desired possibilities unrealized in present-day society.”209   Is it possible 

that within the lines of Kapoor’s KHMK, instead of seeing such an idealized 

representation of the past, viewers saw instead only the “degraded present” of which 

Rajagopal speaks?210   

The underlying critique of KHMK (and at times televised mythologicals in 

general) that I heard when speaking with people was from time to time laced with larger, 

generalized criticisms of the supposed clash between tradition and modernity.  As one 

person remarked to me, “These serials are important for the new generation, who don’t 

know anything special about our religious traditions.”211  Addressing the inherently 

didactic nature of such programs and how they have the power to spread misinformation 

to a wide audience presupposes a clash between traditional methods of transmitting the 

epics (via oral or written outlets) and newer technologies such as television and film that 

are highly visible and widely dispersed.  Thus, often the older serials are conflated with a 

different, simpler time in which previously dominant methods of transmission were not 

felt to be quite as threatened as they are today.  Yet another person told me, “I don’t 

prefer the newer serials because they move quickly without adequate preparation, 

therefore the quality is lacking.”212  With many, it would seem that terms like “quality”, 

                                                 
209 p. 100.   
210 p. 74.   
211 Anonymous informant, interviewed by Reed Burnam, August 2009, Jaipur, Rajasthan. 
212 Anonymous informant, interviewed by Reed Burnam, August 2009, Jaipur, Rajasthan. 
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“preparation”, “research”, and “accuracy” were often used somewhat synonymously in 

the criticism leveled at KHMK, referencing the larger threat of technologies such as 

television to India’s cultural institutions.  Another person told me that “these [newer] 

serials are lacking in quality, and many times the director[s] hasn’t done the research 

properly.”  As to be expected, the demand for authenticity is also addressed by the 

makers of these programs as well, in order to stifle just such criticisms.  In interviews 

with Kapoor, we see evidence in multiple interviews that she had to defend herself 

against the suggestion that her show was not “accurately” portraying the story of the 

Mahabharata.  In one such interview, she responded to a remark about audiences finding 

her program inauthentic by saying “[w]e have kept a historian on our sets to actually 

decide what can be used.  That kind of authenticity has been maintained.”213   

A similar situation was also outlined in Gillespie’s earlier study, when she noted 

that the Dhani family was quick to criticize the seeming lack of in-depth understanding 

exhibited by Peter Brook in his deliberately international English-language stage 

interpretation of the Mahabharata.214  The Dhani family, like many others that I spoke 

with during the course of my interviews, saw the whole field of dharmic serials as being 

inextricably beholden to a type of educational imperative; namely, if the information 

within them is not correct, at best they will be inaccurate, at worst, guilty of propagating 

false information about the larger traditions they portray.  Some of those I spoke with 

noted that this was a problem with many of the newer shows, including KHMK.  One 

person stated explicitly that “It is all about getting the effect right, (and) then there is 

                                                 
213 “Ekta’s Krishna is Born.” (cited above). 
214 Gillespie, pp. 356-358. 
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reverence and veneration…”215  The same sentiment was true in Gillespie’s earlier study, 

where she found that a certain devotional mood needed to be achieved in order to have 

this effect upon the viewing experience.    

Seemingly, the notion that these types of shows are being produced by those 

knowledgeable of the larger traditions both enhances and authenticates the contents, and 

bestows a sense of understanding important to certain levels of audience reception.  Yet, 

as fluid and subjective opinions from the outset, how are these notions even structured to 

begin with?  It is well known that both Sagar and Chopra were considered to be men 

“learned” in the epic traditions; Sagar himself was often noted as a long-time rambhakt.  

Kapoor, on the other hand, is well known as the woman behind multiple hit television 

soaps such as Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahuu Thi and Kahani Ghar Ghar Ki, but not 

known to many others that I spoke with as particularly learned in any religious tradition, 

regardless of her actual knowledge.  However, in nearly any press photo one can find of 

Kapoor, she is almost always pictured with a fresh tilak on her forehead, and goes out of 

her way to include a religious overtone in things like character selection for her serials 

(see section on the selection of Krishna in KHMK above).  Still, her show, lacking the 

mainstream outward appearance of previous popular serials, was quick to be labeled as 

lacking a proper sense of religiosity, despite Kapoor’s efforts to show audiences her level 

of respect for Hindu practices.  

To many people I spoke with, specialist understanding and attention to detail was 

a factor of major importance in crafting these shows into something other than just 

                                                 
215 Anonymous informant, interviewed by Reed Burnam, August 2009, Jaipur, Rajasthan. 
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entertainment.  Conversely, visually incorporating elements seen as antithetical to 

“traditional” methods of retelling the story were seen as problematic.  One person 

remarked “I quite like the older serials, but the newer [ones] not so much.  It seems to me 

that today’s serials are much less realistic, and purely for showing off special effects, 

actor’s bodies, etc.”216  Another echoed the sentiment, saying that in the newer shows 

“[t]he acting and special effects are bad, and their portrayal is quite strange.”217  Yet 

another of the people I spoke with remarked that “[i]n contrast to the newer versions, the 

older [shows] are much better…when attractive personalities and scenes are used this 

pulls these [programs] far away from reality…”218  As it appears in these quotes, the 

“reality” mentioned by the interviewees most likely has more to do with the 

comprehension of tradition on the part of the shows’ creators than with any notion of 

physical reality, though of course this is a possibility as well.   

 This chapter has attempted to introduce a range of audience reactions to KHMK 

and other televised mythological/religious programs that display the larger tensions that 

are at times encountered when dealing with popular representations of the epics on Indian 

television.  While addressing all of the larger questions evoked by the responses is 

beyond the reach of this study, one observation in particular stands out.  Far from being a 

comprehensive or perfect translation of the story for the television screen (such a thing 

would be impossible), Chopra’s version of the Mahabharata, when held up against 

KHMK, evoked among audiences a sometimes passionate desire for a certain type of 

                                                 
216 Anonymous informant, interviewed by Reed Burnam, August 2009, Jaipur, Rajasthan. 
217 Anonymous informant, interviewed by Reed Burnam, August 2009, Jaipur, Rajasthan. 
218 Anonymous informant, interviewed by Reed Burnam, August 2009, Jaipur, Rajasthan. 
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authenticity and adherence to tradition in this type of program especially.  Yet, the larger 

irony is that the “authenticity” desired by audiences in this case seemingly has more to do 

with what Chopra’s version did “right” and newer serials like KHMK did “wrong”, 

which prompts the question of how this attitude has come to be in the first place.  Though 

there are no hard and fast answers, a reasonable suggestion would be that in the past two 

decades, the landscape of the visual media (in addition to many other things) in India has 

undergone a process of massive, rapid change.  Enduringly popular events in the media of 

a “simpler time”, such as Chopra’s Mahabharat, are thus layered with another dimension 

of staying power: in some ways, they are now coming to be enmeshed in the glorified 

past that they themselves openly recapitulate on the television screen.  When people talk 

of what Chopra’s Mahabharat did “right”, they are not only talking about the show itself, 

but what is now another era, one where life stopped on Sunday mornings and families 

and friends came together to enjoy a simpler (and more “authentic” or “traditional”) 

pleasure.  While arising out of the same televised field that these same viewers might see 

to be detrimental overall to cultural and religious diversity in India today, to many of 

those I spoke with and many that I have included comments from in this study, the 

“rightness” about Mahabharat emanated not only from the program, but from the past 

itself, now idealized.  KHMK, in its push to modernize the epic production for audiences, 

committed the cardinal sins of not only being inauthentic and inaccurate, but of 

completely obscuring the glorious past into the fold of the degraded present.   
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Conclusion: The Future of Televised Mythology? 

 

 As we have seen herein, Balaji Telefilms’ version of the Mahabharata was, to put 

it lightly, a failure.  It failed to generate ratings, failed to sustain audience interest, and 

ultimately is remembered in light of what it lacked, and also how it failed to live up to its 

lofty predecessor.  Despite this overwhelming failure, however, the program’s legacy 

lives on in a way.  Though it has been off the air for nearly two years as of this writing, a 

recent article highlights the continuing fall-out over KHMK in the realm of televised 

mythologicals.  Star Plus announced in September of 2009 that its forthcoming 

Mahabharat serial (in pre-production with producer Bobby Bedi at the same time as 

Kapoor’s in 2008) would finally begin casting later in the year for what would amount to 

another big-budget, serialized version, having been moved to Swastik Pictures after the 

controversy with Bedi’s handling of the production.219  Yet, as the article explains, 

casting has been a problematic issue, with some actors shying away from the serial due to 

the lingering stigma of KHMK’s colossal disappointment.  As one actress (who remained 

unnamed) noted, “[t]he producers were keen to cast me as Draupadi. I was even asked to 

come for auditions but I refused…remaking a Mahabharat is a very difficult task. 

Viewers are still fond of B. R. Chopra’s Mahabharat and its actors. They can’t visualize 

anyone beyond those faces to play those characters.”220  Another source recently stated 

that the show’s pilot, to be shot in April 2010, will be a “special episode for internal 

                                                 
219 See previous footnote for information about the issues surrounding Bedi’s ultimately unaired version.  
For info on the upcoming serial, see “Finally Star Plus gets its Mahabharat.”  Telly Chakkar News Online.  
2 Sept. 2009.     
220 “Actors Staying Away From Mahabharat?”  Thaindian News Online.  23 March 2010.     
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analysis” to better gauge “language, technicality, and the quality of the show” to ensure 

that it will be more authentic.221  It is evident that both due to the enduring popularity of 

Chopra’s Mahabharat serial as well as spectacular failures of programs like KHMKthat 

go against its grain, this type of attention to detail might very well continue.   

In closing, KHMK was and is a type of anomaly.  Representing a hybridization of 

televised mythological/devotional content and saas-bahu aesthetics, Kapoor and her 

actors ultimately created a program that, while exhibiting a number of memorable traits, 

still fell under the shadow of Chopra’s allegedly superior version.  Which leaves us with 

the question: had Balaji’s team been able to put together a much better program, would it 

still have suffered from unfavorable comparison to Chopra’s version?  The answer would 

seem to be yes, in light of the findings herein.  As Kapoor herself put it, her program 

sought to break out of the “mythological cliché”.  While it did indeed look quite different, 

it was quickly snubbed for it.  Though many people had differing reactions to the 

program, as we have seen much of the criticism was negative and visceral, suggesting 

(and sometimes claiming outright) that by churning out such a haphazard version of the 

Mahabharata, Kapoor and her team had somehow damaged the very fabric of Indian 

culture.  As has been demonstrated herein, what we can see through these claims, lurking 

in the background, is a certain concern taking shape over larger themes of tradition and 

authenticity and their place within the space of a modern, post-liberalized and post-

globalized India.  These criticisms are only exacerbated and complicated by the televised 

medium, itself a symbol of both modernity and of all its accompanying ills.  Yet, through 

                                                 
221 “No More Jinxed: Swastik to Shoot Mahabharat’s Pilot”.  Telly Chakkar News Online.  5 April, 2010.     
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them, we can see larger processes of definition at work, demarcating the space of 

perceived religious and cultural identity and larger ideas of shared tradition in the arena 

of pop-cultural representations in India.   

With the production of mythological serials for Indian television, the converging 

dynamics of economic motives, cultural reproduction, religious sentiment, politics, and 

popular demand have been major influences on the continued creation of this type of 

programming.  To say the least, there are many angles with which to view Indian 

mythological television as a phenomenon that shows no signs of abating any time soon, 

and indeed the parameters continue shift as India’s media technologies spread to reach 

more people, and cater to a wider and wider audience.  I would suggest that this is a 

peculiar, interesting, and ultimately important phenomenon that is deserving of its own 

much larger study, especially as the domain of public, popular culture in India and 

elsewhere continues to imagine and re-imagine its own heritage for audiences through the 

lens of the television screen.   
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Appendix A: Survey Questionnaires in Hindi and English 
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Religious Television Serials Questionnaire (English) 
 
PART A 
 

1. Do you watch religious television serials?      
2. If so, do you watch them regularly?                 
3. Do many people you know watch them? 
4. Name your favorite ____________________ 
5. Do you think these are family-themed programs? 
6. Do you/Would you watch them with your family? 
 
(If the participant has children) 
 
7.   Do you encourage your children to watch these shows? 
8. Do your children enjoy watching these types of shows? 

 
PART B 
 

1. Do these types of programs accurately portray Indian religion? 
2. Do you think they have an effect on religious traditions, good or bad? 

If yes, how: 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ 

3. Can these types of shows teach people about their religious traditions? 
4. Please list any other thoughts about these programs: 

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ 

 
PART C 
 

1. Do you prefer the new serials being made now to the older serials from the 1980’s 
and 90’s? 

2. Why or Why Not?  
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ 

3. Do you watch the newer programs? 
4. Please list your thoughts about them: (Style, Content, Effects, Actors, Format, 

etc): 
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